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In part one we consider the scheduling of jobs onto single or parallel machines to

minimize the sum or weighted sum of a combination of performance measures including

job earliness and tardiness, due-date and idle-time.

Chapter 1 provides a review of research in this area. Chapter 2 proposes a simulated

annealing/neural computing approach as a heuristic for minimizing the weighted sum of

absolute lateness ofjobs on a single machine. The performance of the algorithm proposed

is found (through some computational experience) to be comparable to the beuer methods

proposed so far when the processing times a¡e uniformly distributed.

Chapter 3 provides approximate solutions for the problem of scheduling jobs on

parallel machines to minimize the weighted sum of job earliness, tardiness, due-date and

idle-time. The approximate solutions are shown to be asymptotically optimal (in non-

degenerate cases) as the number of jobs tends to infinity.

Part two considers the scheduling of jobs which have priority assigned. In chapter 4 ,

we provide a generalized SPT rule which hierarchically minimizes the flowtimes of the

prioriry classes.

Chapter 5 provides a polynomial dynamic programming algorithm for minimizing the

total flowtime of a two-priority-class set of jobs subject to the constraint that higher priority

jobs must precede lower priority jobs if they are processed on the same machine.
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Recently, much attention has been given to problems involving the scheduling of jobs

about a common due-date where penalty is imposed for both early and late completion of

jobs. kt part one of this thesis we review this literature and propose approximate or

heuristic solutions for two such problems: The first problem (chapter 2) involves a single

machine while the second problem (chapter 3) involves parallel machines.

Part rwo concerns the scheduling ofjobs on parallel machines to minimize flowtime

when priorities are assigned to each job. V/e provide solutions for two problems. The first

problem (chapter 4) requires hiera¡chical minimization of the flowtimes of an arbitrary

number of job priority classes. The second problem (chapter 5) requires minimization of

total flowtime of a two-priority-class set of jobs subject to the constraint that higher priority

jobs must precede lower priority jobs when they are scheduled on the same machine.

Introduction



Part One:

Common Due-Date Scheduling



1.1 Introduction

Common Due Date Scheduling Review

In a job shop production system, each job is assigned a due-date for delivery before

it is processed. A variety of methods exist for assigning these due-dates. Cheng and

Gupta (1989) provide a review of scheduling research involving due-date determination

decisions. They classify due-date determination decisions into two categories: Exogenous

and Endogenous procedures.

Endogenous procedures are those in which the scheduler determines the due-date

for each job based on a variety of factors such as job characteristics and the status of other

jobs in the facility.

Exogenous due-dates a¡e those in which the due-date is determined by some agency

external to and independent of the job shop itself. Cheng and Gupta find that two

exogenous methods of due-date determination are found in the literature: Constant (CON)

and Random (RAN) flow allowance. These two rules can be expressed as follows:

Chapter I

CON: d¡=q*k

RAN: d¡ = r¡ * e¡.

where k is a constant, di and ri represent the due-date and ready time (respectivety) of the

job i and ei is a random number. If all ready times are zero, i.e. all jobs are ready for

)



processing at time zero then we have, for the CON rule:

di=k.

Thus , in this case, all jobs are assigned a common due date k. We will address

this type of problem here.

Recently, much attention has been given to scheduling problems in which costs or

penalties are incurred by early completion of jobs as well as late. Costs due to early

completion could, for example, arise from product deterioration or inventory holding costs.

Consideration of these types of costs in scheduling is consistent with the basic premises of

JTf inventory control systems which place a great deal of emphasis on reducing in-process

inventories and related costs. Baker and Scudde¡ (1990) provide a comprehensive review

of machine scheduling with costs for both early and late completion of jobs. V/e will

consider only problems in which the objective is to minimize the absolute lateness (or

weighted absolute lateness) though there are other objectives which have been considered.

We divide the common due-date problems into two classes.

(a) problems in which the common due-date is fixed (e.g. Bagchi et al, 1986; Szwarc,

1989),

(b) problems in which the due-date is either a decision va¡iable or fixed at a value large

enough so that it does not constrain the scheduling of jobs before the due-date (e.g. Kanet,

1981; Cheng, 1987, 1991).

Problems in the first class tend to be NP-hard whereas many problems in the second

class are solvable in polynomial time (see, for example, the survey papers by Cheng and

J



Gupta, 1989 and Baker and Scudder, 1990). Also, the first class clearly involves

exogenous determination of the due-date while the second class involves endogenous due-

date determination. It could be argued that the case in which the due-date is frxed at a very

large value falls into the exogenous class since the due-date is determined by some outside

agency. However, we place it in the other class because the value of the due-date does not

affect the scheduling of the jobs.

V/e also divide the problems into two goups depending upon whether they are set in a

single-machine or multi-machine facility. For the multi-machine case , only parallel

identical machines have been considered so far and so we will limit our discussion to these.

1.2 Single Machine, Unrestrictive Due-Date

Kanet (1981) introduced the problem of scheduling jobs on a single machine to

minimize the absolute deviation ofjob completion times from a common due date. Kanet

used the objective function

f(o') = lil"¡r"i-ol
'^ j=l

where

n= the number of jobs to be scheduled

o= a sequence of the n jobs

C¡(o)= the completion time of the jth job

d= the common due date

(1.1)



made the assumption that the due date was large enough:

n
d>MS=It,HJ

j=1

(where t¡ = processing time of the jth job) so that it did not constrain the scheduling of

the jobs. Under this assumption. He provided an algorithm for finding an optimal

solution in polynomial (in n) time. Bagchi et al (1986) noticed that Kanet's solution

remained valid under the weaker assumption that d > d0 where (if we assume

\> t2 >....> tn)

[t1+t3+... +tn
do =l

lrr*ro+ ... +rn

He further

if n is odd

if n is even

(r.2)

( 1.3)



Kanet's

solution can be implemented by labeling the jobs in non-increasing order of processing

times (t1 ) t2 >....> tn) , scheduling the longest job first, and assigning the jobs 2j and

Zj+l to the j+1'st and n-j+1'st positions (not necessarily respectively) for

i=I,2,...,T (add a job (n+1) with tn*1 = 0 if n-l is odd). The optimality

n-1

conditions for Kanet's problem and the availability of a large number (>2 2 ) of

optimal solutions are discussed by Hall (1986) and Bagchi et al (1986). The large

number of solutions stems from the fact that the job 2j can be scheduled either in the

j+l'st position of the n-j+l'st position for each job j=1,2,..., n 

= 

t . Emmons (1987)'2
has considered secondary criteria for choosing among these optimal solutions in the

general case of parallel machines.

Bector et al

(1988) related the problem to a generalized linear goal program from which some basic

results were proved using elementary properties of linea¡ equations and a linear goal

programming problem. Using these results. and the idea of sensitivity analysis in

linear goal programming, they developed a 2-exchange type algorithm to solve the

problem. The algorithm proceeds by exchanging the positions of complementary pairs

ofjobs when this improves the value of the objective . Complementary pairs are pairs

of jobs, one scheduled early and one late, for which exchange of their positions does

not disturb the V-shape property (early jobs in non-increasing order of processing rimes

(LPT) and late jobs in non-decreasing order of processing rimes (SPT)) of the

sequence. It can be shown that this V-shape properry is preserved if and only if the

two jobs are consecutive in processing time (i.e. i and j are consecutive in processing

timeif {klti . tr < tj or rj . tr < t¡} = g).

6



This fact

establishes the connection between this algorithm and Kanet's. Kanet's algorithm can

be executed by listing the job positions in non-decreasing order of the position labels

_J:-'- 
l"-,*,

î"j

and permuting the jobs among these positions until the jobs are in non-increasing order

of processing times . Bector's algorithm can be executed by first listing the jobs in

non-increasing order of processing times and the job positions in increasing order, and

then permuting the job positions, by interchanging adjacent ones whose position labels

are out ofnon-decreasing order, until the position labels are all in non-decreasing order.

Panwalkar

et al (1982) considered a more general problem where the penalty for ea¡liness and

tardiness are different , the due date is a decision variable and large due dates are

penalized. With each job sequence o and due-date d is associated the penalty

,=l+l
. [n-11

"l tI

n
f(o,d) = )qO +P2F'i+ P¡l

j:1

(1.4)

where Pt,P2and P3 are non-negarive constants and E¡ = max{O,d - c¡}and

I = -*{0,Cj - d} are the earliness and tardiness (respectively) of the job j. They show

that there exists an optimal common due date which coincides with the completion time of

the K'th job where K is the smallest integer greater than or equal to n(P3 - Pr) / (P2 + P3).

They also showed that the sequence that optimizes the objective function must be V-shaped

7
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and provided a polynomially bound algorithm for solving the sequencing problem.

Bector (1988,1989) considered a generalization of this problem in which each job

position has an arbitrarily assigned weighr He generalized Panwalkar's result conceming

the due date (1988) to apply to this case and showed (1989) that the optimal sequence was

still V-shaped. In both papers, a generalized linear goal programming approach was used.

Various authors have considered a more difficult problem which is similar to the one

considered in Bector (1988,1989) in that the objective function is a weighted sum of

deviations of completion times from a common due date. The weights, however, are

associated not with positions in the sequence but with the jobs themselves. The due date in

this problem , as in Panwalker (1982) and Bector (1988,1989), is a decision variable. This

is essentially equivalent to constraining the due date to be very large (as in Kanet (1981) if

processing of the jobs is allowed to begin any time after time r=0). Cheng (1985)

formulated the due date determination part of the problem (determining the optimal common

due date for a given job sequence) as an LP problem and derived the following result via

solution of the LP dual problem: The optimal due date d* is given by

d* = C¡r1

where

r-l
I*rtr
i:1

1

2

and

r

I*rtr
i:1

1

2

(1.6)

(r.7)



Here [i] denotes the job in the ith position of the sequence and w¡ denotes the weight

associated with job i. This result is essentially the same as that given in Bector

(1988,1989) except that the weights are associated with the jobs instead of with the job

positions in the sequence. Cheng (1987) provided an algorithm for finding the optimal

sequence by complete enumeration of sequences which satisfy (1.6) and (1.7) as well as a

weighted V-shape property (the quantiti"5Jt-" in a V shape) which Cheng has shown to
wi

be possessed by at least one optimal sequence. The algorithm has complexity Oçnz2n) and

is efficient for small to medium values of n. In a subsequent paper Cheng(1990) improves

I

upon this by providing an algorithm of complexity Oçni Zi¡. This is a partial search

algorithm which eliminates some schedules implicitly by applying conditions (6) and (7) at

an earlier stage.

Hall and Posner (1989) prove that the problem is NP ha¡d and provide a pseudo-

polynomiat dynamic programming solution of complexity O(n)ti ) . Ttre basic idea

J

behind the algorithm is as follows. If we consider only schedules which possess the V-

shape property, then a schedule is completely determined (except where some jobs have

identical values of i-) by specifying whether each job is scheduled early or late. Also the
wi

contribution to the objective function from scheduling a job k early is just w¡ multiplied by

the sum of the processing times of the jobs scheduled after k but completed early. A

similar result holds for scheduling jobs late. Thus, since this contribution depends only on

the sum of the processing times of these jobs and not upon which jobs in particular are

scheduled, it is possible to formulate an eff,rcient pseudo-polynomial dynamic programming

algorithm to solve the problem. The recursion relation is:

9



where f¡ (e) = the minimum cost to schedule jobs k,k+I,....,n given that, before job k is

scheduled, the sum of the processing times of the early jobs is e. For the case where the

weights are bounded by a polynomial function of the number of jobs, a fully polynomial

approximation scheme is given. hr this scheme the processing times are rounded off to

integral multiples of a basic quantum so that the sums of processing times e are then aiso

restricted to multiples of this quantum, thus reducing the number of possibilities (for e) to

be considered in the dynamic programming algorithm. The relative error due to this

rounding off is proportional to the size of the quantum. Some polynomially solvable cases

a¡e also described.

Cheng and Kahlbacher (1989) have provided a similar algorithm in which the direction

of the dynamic programming algorithm is reversed with respect to Hall and Posner's. The

recursion relation is given by:

f '¡ (e) *"{*ol,r - ,l * f'k-l (e - rr ), *o (Ë,,0 - e) + f--, (Ð}

(1.8)

where f'¡ (e)= the minimum cost of scheduling the job set { 1,2,....,k} about the due date

e. They also provide a polynomial approximation scheme by rounding off the processing

times.

De et aI (1990) provide a rather complete survey of the problem and various solution

algorithms. They outline three possible approaches to the problem. The first is a 0-1

integer quadratic programming formulation where the 0-1 variables are given by:

10
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r0*j=1,

and the objective function is expressed in terms of these variables. The authors suggest a

local search heuristic which consists of changing the value of one variable at a time

(xj -Ð I - x¡) until a local minimum is found- This formulation and heuristic is very

closely related to the method we shall propose here.

The second method outlined consists of two possible approaches of a branch and

bound algorithm. The flrst, RBB_A schedules the inside jobs (i.e. those with smaller

t;
values of J which are scheduled further from, the beginning or end of the sequence) first

wj

whereas the second approach RBB_P schedules the outside jobs (those with larger values

tr
of r which are scheduled closer to the beginning or end of the sequence) first. The

wj

authors find, after solving some test problems that the first approach tends to work better

for larger values ofn and they conjecture that this is because the bounds used in this

approach are tighter than those used in the second approach.

The third method outlined consists of two dynamic progamming approaches. One

approach is identical to that proposed by Cheng and Kahlbacher. The other differs from

both those of Cheng and Kahlbacher and Hall and Posner in that the recursion relation

depends on the sum of the weights (w.¡) of the jobs previously scheduled early instead of

the sum of the processing times of those jobs. In a number of test problems the dynamic

programming approaches were found to consistently outperform the other exact algorithms.

The authors point out, however, that the approach may not be practical (in terms of time

and space requirements) for problems involving disagreeable values of the parameters (w's

and t's). The local search heuristic consistently produced close-to-optimal results (within

l07o) ín negligible time.

11

if j is scheduled late

otherwise
(1.10)



In chapter 2 we adopt a simulated annealing approach as a heuristic for this problem.

We formulate the problem as minimization of the consensus function of a Boltznann

machine . Following the approach in Aarts, we defines a polynomial (O(n2)) algorithm

which finds near -optimal solutions via Monte Carlo computer simulation of an analogous

physical process. This algorithm is guaranteed, under certain conditions which are

satisfied by this problem, to converge to the optimal solution. However, since this

convergence requires an infinite amount of time in general, a finite-time approximation

must be used. On the basis of some computational experiments we conclude that the

performance of the annealing algorithm is comparable to that of some of the more effective

methods proposed so far when the processing times are uniformly distributed.

1.3 Single Machine, Restrictive Due-Date

Szwarc (1988) considered Kanet's problem where the due date is small enough to

constrain the scheduling decision. He derived some necessary conditions for optimality

and developed a b¡anch and bound procedure for solving the problem.

Hall and Posner (1989) showed that the problem is NP-complete and provided a

pseudo -polynomial dynamic programming algorithm of complexity O(n)t.¡) to solve the
j

problem. Liman and Lee (in submission) provide a simpie heuristic for the problem which

has a complexity of O(nlogn) and a tight error bound of 507o.

Garey et al (1988) have considered a problem where the jobs all have different due

dates and the objective is to minimize the sum of the absolute deviations of the job

completion times from their respective due dates. They showed that the problem is NP-

complete and gave an efficient algorithm for finding minimum cost schedules whenever the

12



jobs all have the same length or are required to be processed in a given sequence. Ahmed

(1989) developed a very good 2-exchange local search heuristic for solving this problem.

In this procedure, the positions of two jobs a¡e interchanged whenever this leads to an

improvement in the objective function. The procedure halts when no such pair of jobs can

be found. In general, this procedure does not find an optimal solution for the problem but

it finds a solution which is locally optimal with respect to the neighborhood structure

defined by the exchange procedure. Sundaragahvan and Ahmed (1984) also provided a

heuristic for the single machine, reatrictive due-date case.

1.4 Parallel Machines, Unrestrictive Due-Date

Sundararaghavan and Ahmed(1984) extend Ka¡ret's result to the case of parallel

identical machines and provide a constructive algorithm for solving this problem. Hall

(1986) provides an algorithm for this problem which takes into account the large number of

optimal solutions available and widens the applicability of the model by providing the

scheduler with many ways to achieve an optimal solution. Emmons (1987) considers a

generalization of this problem in which the earliness and tardiness penalties are weighted

differently. He takes advantage of the large number of optimal solutions available by

considering the secondary criteria of minimizing makespan and machine occupancy.

The generalization of Panwalkar et al's problem to the case of multiple, parallel and

identical machines has been considered by Cheng (19S9). He shows that Panwalkar's

result concerning the optimal due-date for a given sequence can be generalized so that it will

apply to this case and he provides a heuristic for finding approximate solutions to the

problem. He shows, in a later paper (Cheng and Kahlbacher, 1990), that the parallel-

T3



machine version of the problem is NP-hard. Cheng's formulation of the problem also

includes the constraint that all machines begin processing at time t = 0 so that there is no

idle time on any machine. This constraint is, of course, redundant in the single-machine

case since it is clearly not advantageous to insert idle time before the processing of the first

job. It can also be shown that it is never advantageous to insert idle time between jobs in

the multiple-machine case. So it is only necessary to consider sequences without inserted

idle time beween jobs.

De et al (1991) have observed that better solutions can be obtained for this problem if

Cheng's zero start time constraint is relaxed. Although their approach is applicable in the

case where no cost is incurred by introducing idle time before the start of processing, there

are cases in which such costs due to machine idleness may arise. In chapter 3 we generalize

the problem to include both Cheng's and De et al's versions of the problem by relaxing the

zero start time constraint and replacing it with a cost which is linear in the total idle time.

The zero sta¡t time version and, because of no inserted idle time between jobs, the zero idle

time version due to Cheng is recovered when the idle time cost is sufficiently large, while

the relaxed zero staft (idle) time version due to De et al is recovered when the idle time cost

is set to zero.

We first show that the problem is NP-hard. We then construct approximate solutions

by employing the optimal solution of a polynomially solvable problem which is obtained by

allowing the idle time penalty to be negative, thus rewarding idle time. We provide upper

bounds on the relative error incurred by the approximation and show that, if the cost

associated with the due-date is non-zero, the approximation is asymptotically optimal as the

number of jobs grows large.

1.5 Parallel Machines, Restrictive Due-Date

t4



The parallel machine version of Kanet's problem in which the due date is not required

to be large is considered by Sundararaghavan and Ahmed (1984). They suggest a heuristic

and provide some computational experience. The heu¡istic seems to perform well for the

instances of the problem considered.

L.6 Conclusion

The development and current state of literature regarding common due date assignment

and job scheduling on single orparallel machines to minimize absolute lateness (or

weighted absolute lateness) has been reviewed. There is also a great deal of literature

available which considers similar problems such as minimizing the flowtime variance on

single or parallel machines. The current interest in JIT inventory control systems will most

Iikely continue to motivate research in this area.
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2.1 fntroduction

Simulated Annealing of a Single Machine Problem

(Unrestrictive Due-Date Case)

In this chapter we propose a polynomial simulated annealing algorithm as a

heuristic solution for the single machine scheduling problem in which weights are

assigned to each job. This is the generalization of Kanet's problem (see chapter 1)

which has been considered by Cheng (1985,1987,1989), Hall and Posner (1989),

Cheng and Kahlbacher (1989) and De et al (1990). Recall (from chapter 1) that the

methods considered so far include enumeration (Cheng) , Dynamic programming

(Cheng & Kahlbacher, Hall & Posner and De et al), Branch and bound,quadratic 0-1

programming and a local sea¡ch heuristic derived from the 0-1 programming

formulation (De et al).

'We formulate the problem in terms of a neural computing nerwork model

known as a Boltzmann machine. Using this model , we simulate a stochastic process

in which the Bolømann machine moves gradually toward an optimal configuration.

We use the polynomial annealing schedule given in Aarts to control this process.

On the basis of some computational experiments we conclude that the

performance of the annealing algorithm is comparable to that of some of the more

effective methods proposed so far when the processing times are uniformly distributed.

t6
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2.2 Problem Formulation

Let N={ 1,2,...,n} represent a set of n jobs to be processed on a single processor .

With eachjob j e N is associated aprocessing time t¡ and a weight wj The more

"important" jobs are given larger weights and both the processing times and the weights are

normalized so that they sum to 1. We assume that all jobs are available at time t={ and that

production stafis at time t=0. No preemption is allowed. A schedule o can be described

by specifying the completion times C¡ ij=1,2,...n for all jobs in such a way that the jobs

do not overlap. i.e.

C3'<C3-t¡

for all pairs (j, j') e N x N . Under these assumptions we wish to find a schedule o'x and

due date d* which minimize the objective function :

or C¡' ) C.¡ + t¡'

f(o,d) =
n

I*:1"¡
j=1

We will refer to this problem as Pl.

-dl

2.3 Previous Results

(2.r)

I7

(2.2)



The proof of the following results can be found in Cheng and Kahlbacher (1989).

Lemma l:: Itis not useful to insert idle times between consecutive jobs in the schedule.

Because of Lemma / a schedule o can be specified by giving the sequence of jobs

(which we will also denote by o) in the schedule.

Lemma2 : For a given job sequence o an optimal common due date d* coincides with the

completion time of the rth job in o where r satisfies

r-1 .Í
I*¡=*=I*¡
j=l j:l

Lemma 3 ; There exists an optimal sequence in which jobs scheduled earty ( is

considered early if Cj 
= 

¿) are processed in non-increasing order of the quantities

whereas jobs scheduled late (Cj t d) are processed in non- decreasing order of the

t¡
quantl[es ¿.

wj

2.4 0-L Formulation

We formulate P1 as follows:

(2.3)

tj
w¡

18



ll if job i is scheduled late
Le[ Xi =<' L0 otherwise

From the three lemmas in the previous section , it is clear that l¡rowing whether each job is

scheduled erly of late is inough to determine a schedule. Specifically, we have:

f(x) =
,,Pl{ 

*"{t'*þ'*"xixi + (1 - xi )(1 - x 
¡)1 

+

i<j

Iæt

,,0=*,*{*,*}*,*

Then

f(x)=.I r'ü+2.>
l<J l<J

i,jeN i,jeN

Since 
. Ðr'U xj = . Ðr'U *t we have:
i<j Þj
i,jeN i,jeN

)wit¡x¡.
ieN

f' ìn
s'ij xixj - I > s'¡ x¡ * 

. Ir',j *j l+ Ir',, *,
I t<j r<J I i:l
[i,¡.N i,jeN )

(2.4)

(2.s)

T9

(2.6)



^( I
* Il r',, -. Ir'u þ.ti:11 r+J 

I

I i,i.N )

[,,,.,=r.-,],

f(x) = . Ð t'ü +2. )s'¡¡ x¡x¡
l<J l<J

i,jeN i,jeN

2s'ii -

. Ir',j xix¡ + Ë[rr',, -Ër'u],.
r<J i=1[ j=l )
i,jeN

n

. It'tj *¡x.¡+ )l<J i:l
i,jeN

l<J

i,jeN

(2.7)

n( n \
+ )l zr'i1-)''¡ þi*¡i=1\ j=l )

20

s'¡ *2

= xixj, we can write:

i<j
i,jeN

s'¡ *2. )s'¡ xi*¡
l<J

i,jeN

=J=)xiSince i

I
i<j
i,jeN

= I t'U+ )s¡*¡*¡i<j i<j
i,jeN i,jeN

f(x)=

where



l}t'ijJ"
ìrr',, - )r'*
L t:t

sij =

Thus, since 
. Ir'U is independent of the x¡'s, we can write P1 as:
l<J

i,jeN

minimize )s¡*i*¡
i<j
i,jeN

subject to: xi=Q or 1,

ffi* j

if i = j

where the s¡'s are calculated from (2.5) and (2.8).

2.5 Boltzmann Machine Formulation

The problem Pl can be formulated in terms of minimizing the consensus funcúon

of a Boltzmann machine . A Bolømann machine can be viewed as a network consisting of

a number of 2-state units which are connected in some way. The nefwork is represented by

an undirected graph G=([J,C) where U denotes the set of units and C is a set of unordered

pairs of elements of U. An element of C is called a connection. With each connection

{u,v} e cis associatedaconnection strength Su,r. Aunit u e u can beinoneof two

states: on or off. A connection is considered activated if both units in the connection are

on. A configuration k of a Boltzmann machine is given by a global state of the machine

and is defined by a sequence or vector of length lUl whose uth component is given by:

2l

(2.8)

i=I,2,...,n



(t
nu=to

The configuration space S is given by the set of 2lul possible configurations. The

consensus function f:S + S assigns to each configuration k a real number f(k) given by

the sum of the connection strengths of all of the activated connections. i.e.

ifuison
if u is off

f(k) = )suukuku
{u,v}eC

The problem P1 can be formulated as minimization of the consensus function of a

Boltzmann machine with n units, one for each job in Pl, where units corresponding to

early jobs are off and those corresponding to late jobs are on. The graph G, in this case, is

a complete graph. From the three Lemmas in the previous section it is clear that a

conf,rguration of the machine uniquely defines a schedule for Pl since we need only know

which jobs are early and which are late. Let x denote a configuration of the machine and let

x¡ denote the state (0 or 1) of the unit corresponding to the job j. Then Pl is equivalent to

finding a configuration which minimizes the consensus function of a Boltzmann machine

with connection strengths s¡ i, j e N . In order to reach a near optimal configuration a

state transition mechanism is inroduced which allows the units to adjust their states to

those of their neighbors. Unit i is a neighbor of unit j if there is a connection {i, j} e C

between them. Recall that, for Pl, the graph of the Bolzmann Machine is complete and so

every unit is a neighbor to every other unit in this case. The adjustnent is determined by a

22
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stochastic function of the states of the neighbors and the corresponding connection

strengths. The process used here is a special case of the method of simulated annealing

(SA).

2.6 Simulated Annealing of the Boltzmann Machine

Annealing is a thermal process for obtaining low energy states of a solid in a heat

bath. The process consists of fust increasing the temperature of the heat bath until the solid

melts, and then gradually lowering the temperature until the particles in the solid arrange

themselves in the lowest energy or ground state of the solid. In contrast to quenching,

where the temperature of the bath is rapidly reduced, annealing gives the particles time to

come to thermal equilibrium at each temperature so that they end up in a stable state

corresponding to a global energy minimum. In quenching, the particles do not have time to

come to thermal equilibrium and so end up in a meta-stable st¿te corresponding to a local

energy minimum.

In thermal equilibrium at temperattrre T the probability that a system is in a stare x

with energy E(x) is given by the Boltzmann distribution:

h(x) =

I er*tl*o[- 
u"t.,l

where S is the set of all possible states of the system and kg is the Bolømann constanr.
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can be shown (see Aarts and Korst (1981)) that:

,t* trf-) = {l

where Sn¡n is the set of all states with minimum energy. Thus if the temperature is

lowered gradually enough so that the particles in the solid a¡e always in thermal

equilibrium (or very close to it) we would expect that, eventually, all the particles would be

in a ground state (a member of S6n) . In simulated annealing this process is simulated on

a computer via Monte Carlo techniques. In optimization applications the objective function

which is to be minimized replaces the energy of the physical system and, at each

temperature, thermal equilibrium is simulated by constructing a Markov chain whose

stationary distribution is the Bolzmann distribution at the appropriate temperature.

In a Boltzmann machine we say that two states or configurations x and y are

neighboring if they differ on only one unit. i.e.

if x e S,o¡n

otherwise

l{ueulxu*ru}l =t

For any configuration k we will denote the set of all neighboring configurations by

J¡. Thermal equilibrium is reached by simulating a Ma¡kov chain with transition

probabilities given by:

(2.r2)

P*v(T)
l.GxyAxy(T)

={t- LP*,(r)

if x * y

if x = y
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where

P*y (T) =the probability of the system making a transition from state x to state y at

temperature T

Gxy

(r
t_

= I ls*l

lo

A*y(T) - r,.e[

if y e S*

otherwise

(f(v) - f(x))+

and for all a e fr

a(a
a'={

L0

The G*r's are called generation probabilities and the Axy s are the acceptance

probabilities. The Markov chain is simulated by proposing a ransition from the current

configuration to a neighboring configuration, generating a random number R from a

uniform distribution on [0,1] and executing the transition if R < A*v(T). This is done a

large number of times so that after a time the probability of finding the system in any given

configuration approaches the probability, under the stationary distribution associated with

the transition matrix P*y (T), of finding the system in that state. The stationary distribution

for this Markov chain is (see Aarts for proof) a Boltzmann distribution ar temperature T.
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læt x be a configuration of the boltzmann machine representing our scheduling problem and

let f(x) denote the value of the consensus function of the machine in that configuration..

For ourproblem we set:

(a) G*ro = 1

(b) l,et xu denote the configuration obtained from x by changing the state of the unit

u. Then

Let x and y be neighboring configurations.

have, as in Aarts:

x$
l.*u

=.1
Ll- *u

ifv*u
if v = u

f(y)-f(x)=¡1*

= 

[.*

u) - r(*)

(2.18)

where Cu = {{u,v} e Clv. U}.

Iruu*ï + 1x$¡2suul- [-" Isuu*u * *frr"rl
[u,v]eCo jL [u,vJeCo ]

Then y = xu forsome u e U andwe

(2.1,e)

Using (28) we get:
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f(xu) - f(x) =

Thus the effect on the consensus function resulting from a transition to a

neighboring configuration and hence also the acceptance probability for the transition is

completely determined by the states of the neighbors of the unit that is switched.

Consequently each unit can evaluate its transition probability locatly.

We now have the tools to simulate the Markov chain at any given temperature.

(l-2.r)[ Iruu*u *r"rl
[{u,v}ecu I

2.7 Asymptotic Convergence

The SA process consists of a number of homogeneous regular Ma¡kov chains (one

at each value of the decreasing temperature) which combine to form an inhomogeneous

chain which converges in distribution to the probability vector q* with components

(2.2r)

lr
q; = 

tls'"'"l

This convergence is guaranteed (see Theorem 3.6 in Aarts) provided three

conditions arc met. Let T¡ be the temperature of the kth homogeneous regular Markov

chain and let L be the length (number of transitions) of each of the chains. Then the

following th¡ee conditions are sufficient for convergence.
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if x e S'o¡

otherwise
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(C1) The transition matrix for the kth Ma¡kov chain is given by P*y (T¡) as defined in

(2.14)

(C2) Eachpossible state x e S canbereachedfromanyotherstate y e S throughafinite

number of transitions for which the generation probabilities are all non-zero.

(c3) a" ¡ (L+1)¡
À log(k + 2)

where

A = ma4.{f(y)-f(x)}
x,y€J

yeSx

and L is chosen such that any state x e S can be reached from some state y e S-¡ in L

transitions or less.

We are guaranteed to eventually converge to the desired distribution provided these

conditions are met. However, in general, this may take an infinite number of steps and so

we require a finite time approximation for this scheme. We now describe an annealing

schedule (a schedule for the va¡iation of the temperature T; i.e. specification of the

sequence ï , T2 ,. .. . .TL ,... . . ) due to Aarts which can be performed in polynomial (in

oçn2¡¡ time.

lç=

2.8 Polynomial Annealing Schedule
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The following annealing schedule is proposed in Aarts and Korst (1981) as a

general purpose simulated annealing schedule. We will use this schedule for the simulated

annealing of the Boltzrnann Machine which represents our scheduling problem.

(1)

The initial value of the temperature is chosen so that nearly all proposed ransitions

are accepted. Suppose that a sequence of trials is generated in which m1 of the proposed

ransitions correspond to a decrease in the objective function and m2 correspond to an

Initinl Vnhre of the Temneretrrre

increase. t et 
^f(+) 

denote the average cost increase for the m2 cost increasing

trzursitions. We can approximate the number of accepted cost-increasing ransitions by

r;ol
m2 exe[- r 

,,l.

The fraction of accepted tra¡rsitions is then approximated by:

X(T) =

Thus we have:

¡¡(+)

m1*m2
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The initial temperature is calculated in the following way.

step 1: Perform a sequence of m trials with T=0 to determine initial values of

m1, m2 and^f(+).

step 2: Define an acceptance ratio XO (XO =.95 usually) and evaluate T ín (2.26) by

setting XO = X0 and substituting m1, m2 and ¡¡(+) from above.

step 3: Determine new values of m1, m2 and Af 
(+) 

by executing another series of trials at

the new temperature.

step 4: Update the temperature using (35) and the results from the last series of trials and

go to step 3.

(2.26)

This algorithm continues until the value of T converges.

{2) Temperature decrement

We decrement the value of the temperature, as in Aarts, according to the relation:
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,T' T¡rk+r-,,Trct
rî-

3ot

where

ô= a small positive number. We use ô{.1 in accordance with common practice.

ok = variance of the objective function values of states visited in a Ma¡kov chain at

temperature Tk.

This guarantees that (see Aar:ts Theorem 4.1)

1. nl9n) < 1+õ vx e s, k = 0,1,.... (z.zl)
ô Q*(TL+r)

where e* (Tt ) represents the probability, under the stationary distribution of the Markov

chain at temperature T¡, of the system being in the state x. Thus the stationary distribution

changes gradually so that the system, if it begins in thermal equilibrium, will remain very

close to equilibrium throughout the annealing process.

(2.21)

(3) Final Value of the Temperature

distribution of a Markov chain at temperature T. (This notation is common in Statistical

Mechanics Literature.) Also let

I-et (f)T denote the expectation value of the objective function for the stationary

3l



For small T we can use the linear approximaúon

(r)r-(f)o=t*

Hènce we may reliably terminate the algorithm if for some k we have

r¡ a(f)rl
(ftJflr:ro "'

where e, is a small positive number referred to as the stop parameter. We used e, = 10-5

in accordance with cornmon practice. In practice (f).,. is approximated by an average over

states visited during simulation of a Markov chain at temperature T. (f)- is approximated

Uy (f)ro where T6 is the initial temperature. Also in practice we terminate the algorithm if

no transitions are accepted at some temperatue T¡ since in this câse o¡ = 0 so that

Tk+t=0bY(36).

(2.2e)

(4) længth of the Markov Chains

V/e let L=lUl (lul = lNl = n for our problem). This guarantees that condition (C2)

is satisfied. Let K be the first integer for which the stop criterion (a0) is satisfied. Then it

can be shown (Aarts Theorem 4.3) that

(2.30)

(2.3r)
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K=O(lnlSl)=O(n)

It can also be shown that the number of steps required to simulate one of the homogeneous

Markov chains at a single temp€rature is O(n).Thus the simulated annealing algorithm wirh

the above annealing schedule has complexiry O(n2).

2.9 Numerical Results

We solved 10 problems for each value of n=20,50,100 using:

(a)

(b)

(c)

l,ocal search Heu¡istic (De et al)

Simulated annealing of the Boltzmann Machine model of the problem

Approximate Dynamic Programming algorithm (Cheng and Kahlbacher).

The results a¡e recorded in Table 2.1. In the approximate Dynamic Programming

algorithm, each processing time t¡ is approximated by :

(2.32)

,F = OLå]

Since the processing times are uniformly distributed and normalized so that they sum to 1,

the average processing time is always given by:

JJ

(2.33)



-1+-

n

For the cases n=20 and n=50 we ran the approximate DP algorithm at Q=.5i,.2i and .01i.

For the câse n=100 we ran the algorithm at Q=.5i ,.2i and..06i. We chose the smallest

value of Q for the case n=100 larger than the smallest value used for n=20 or n=50 because

we had insuffîcient memory to run n=100 at Q=.611. tn each case we recorded an upper

bound for the relative error according to:

f-lbe=

where f is the value of the objective function for the schedule obtained by the algorithm

used and lb is the lower bound for that instance of the problem. This lower bound is given

by the minimum value of the objective function retumed from the DP algorithm for the

instance of the problem with the approximate processing times t¡Q, where Q=.01i, for

n=20 and n=50, and Q=.96i for n=100 (i.e. the smallest value of Q used for a given value

of n). Table I lists the minimum, maximum and average value of e for each algorithm and

for each value of n as well as the average computation time. We also include the maximum

number of cells required for the array which represents f¡ (e) in the DP algorithms. We

find that for n=50 and for n=100 both the average accuracy and compuration time of the SA

algorithm fall somewhere in between those of the approximate DP algorithms at Q=.51 un¿

. Zi. por n=20, the accuracy of SA also falls between that of these ¡.vo approximate DP

algorithms but the computation time is somewhat better for both of the DP algorithms.

Thus the SA algorithm seems to be quite comparable, in terms of accuracy and computation
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time to these two algorithms. The local sea¡ch heuristic is less accurate than all of these but

is also the fastesl The DP algorithm for the smallest values of Q do somewhat better than

all of these, but at great costs in terms of memory and computation time required.

The upper bound for the absolute error incurred by the DP algorithm is given by

(see Cheng and Kahlbacher)

^<

The actual magnitude of the minimum value of the objective function is bet'ween .1 and . 15

for all cases. Thus Â corresponds to a relative error of roughly 5007o for Q=.51 *¿
2ffi7o for Q=.2¡. The posterior upper bounds (e's) for these algorithms are less than

8.l%o for all cases considered. Thus it is clear that the actual performance of these

algorithms is much better than the a priori upper bounds suggest. In fact it seems

somewhat remarkable that the actual error is less than 8.17o when the processing times are

truncated to integer multiples of a quantum (Q) which is half the average processing times

of the jobs.

nq=9
t

2.10 Conclusion

We have inroduced a heuristic algorithm for solving an NP hard problem based on

the theory of simulated annealing. The performance of the algorithm was found to be

comparable to that of the approximate Dynamic Programming algorithm for comparable

computation times. The DP algorithm has the advantage that much more accurate solutions
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can be found, however this also requires a very large increase in the amount of memory

and computation time used The simulated annealing algorithm has the advantage that it

requires only that we be able to evaluate the objective function for any particular solution.

Because of this, it is a very general method, and can accommodate changes to the model

easily by simply changing the way we evaluate the objective function.. It also requires very

little memory , but it is limited in it's accuracy since, unlike the approximate DP algorithm,

its error cannot be controlled by adjusting the value of a parameter.
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3.1 Introduction

Approximate Solution for the Parallel Machine Problem

In this chapter we propose an approximate solution for the parallel machine

generalization of Panwalkar's problem discussed in chapter 1. This problem has been

considered by Cheng (1989), Cheng & Kahlbacher (1990) and De et al (1991) (Chapter i

includes a discussion of these results). Cheng innoduced the constraint that all machines

must begin processing at time zero and provided a heuristic for solving the problem. De et

al have criticized the imposition of this constraint because better solutions can be obtained

when it is relaxed We will bridge the gap be¡ween these two views by introducing an idle

time penalty which , if very large, recovers Cheng's version and which, if set to zero,

recovers De et al's version.

We will show that the problem is NP-hard and provide an algorithm for obtaining

approximate solutions which are asymptotically optimal as the number of jobs tends to

infinity.

Chapter 3

3.2 Problem Formulation

[æt J = {L,2, ..., n} be a set of n independent jobs to be scheduled on â Set M =
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{1,2, ..., m} of m identical machines. Let g denote the processing time (on any of the m

machines) required by job j e J. Also let the jobs in J be indexed in non-increasing order of

processing times (i.e. tI> t?

processing and a¡e assigned a common due-date d > 0. We def,rne a schedule to be any

function of the form o: 11,2, ..., n) -+ S x [], 2, ..., m], i.e.

Thus o assigns to each job j e J a start time s¡ and a machine m¡. The schedule is

feasible if the following conditions are sarisfied:

(a) sj>0 j=1,2,...,n,

o0) = (sj, mj),

(b) s3' + 5' S s¡ or si'> s¡ + 
5

læt C¡ = sj + 
5 denote the completion time of job j. A job is considered early if it is

finished on or before the due-date d, and late otherwise. Let Jf and Jf denote respectively

the sets of jobs which are scheduled early and late on machine i, i = 1, 2, ...,m, and let

lE = UJF and JT = UlI. For a given sequence o, let bi denote the earliest time at

for allj e J.

which machine i is occupied. Since it is again easy to see that it is not beneficial to insert

idle time between jobs, the total idle time in o is given by

ieM

(3.1)

for all pairs of (j, j') with mj = mj'. (3.2)

ieM

m
r = Ibi.

i=1
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Læt II be the set of all feasible schedules. Then our objective is to fînd an optimal

combination of due-date dx and sched.ule o* e lI which minimizes the objective function

n
f(o',d) = qI+ I{eoo+hEj *prl}

j:1

mn
= ryIu¡ + f ie6d+ftE¡ +e.¡r¡)

i:l j=l

subject to the constraint

where P1, P¿, þ and Pf > 0 are constants representing the unit penalties for idle time,

due-date, earliness and tardiness respectively. Note that constraint (3.5) is redundant if P1

> 0. V/e will refer to this problem as P2.

3.3 NP-Hardness of P2

î:iå{o'} 
= 

igy{':}= 
o

We now show that problem P2 is NP-hard. We shall show that the recognition

version of P2 is NP-complete by a reduction from the minimum makespan problem

p I lC** which has been known to be NP-complete (Garey and Johnson, 1978). The

recognition form of P I lC** can be stated as follows.

(3.4)

Minimum Makespan Problem P I lC**

(3.5)

Given a set of n jobs {7,2, ..., n} with processing times {t1 , t/, ..., tn}, a set of
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m machines {I,2,..., m} and a real number C, can we assign each job j a start time si e

s and a machine mi e 1, 2, ..., ml such that

(a) tj>0

(b) sj,+ T'< sj or s¡') s.¡ + g

j = 1, 2, ..., î,

(c) 
îS{': 

* t¡} < ct

Proposition /: Problem P2 is NP-hard.

Proof:

Given an instance of p I I Crna* with n jobs having processing times {t1, t), ...,

t¡), m machines and the real number C, we construct an instance of the problem Pl which

as the same jobs, machines and processing times parameters while the parameters P1, P¿,

Pg and P1'are are given as P1 = P" - PT = 0 and P1> nP¿ > 0. We show that there exists

a feasible schedule for the instance of p I I Çna* satisfying condition (6) above if and only

if ow constructed instance of the problem P2 has a solurion (o,d) satisfying f(o,d) <

nP¿C.

lætf(o,d) snP¿C. Then (ot,d*) <nP¿C. LetÂ e S be suchthat0<^<

,1;+hll,"*,d*¡' 
rhen

for all pairs of (j, j') with mj = mj', (3.6)

0<f(ox,d*+A)-f(o *,d*) 
= o(*o -lrtlry)

q

(3.7)



Thus,

lt'l = +. 1 (3 8)

so that lttl = 0 and ail jobs are completed early in 1o*,d*¡. Thus, ¿* > ry¿I{c¡ilo. . eut

the optimality of d.* requires that d* < *a¡{Cj}lo* slnce Pd > 0. It follows thar d* =

i'5{c:}"* 
and

Thus o* defines a feasible schedule for the p I lCn'u* problem with

TS{cj} 
= 

TåÍ{'¡ 
*t¡} < c (3'10)

Conversely, given any schedule o for p I lC** with ma¡{s¡ * r¡i ( C, we have

the corresponding schedule-due-date combinatio" {o, j3i{rj * rj}lr) which satisfies

flo'*,d*¡ = nP¿ryg{a¡}1"- < nPdC.
jeJ

3.4 Negative Idle Time Penalty: A Polynomially Solvable Case

r(o, ry35{s: *,:il"i = "r¿i5{c¡}|" s np¿c. o o

(3.e)
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We flust consider a special case of problem P2 in which P1= -IPd . This problem
m

is not very interesting in itself but provides a useful tool for constructing approximate

solutions for the case PJ 2 0. læt f-(o,d) denote the objective function obtained from

f(o,d) by setting PJ = - 
fd 

. Then from (3.4):
m

r-(o,d)=+Ëto-u,¡+Ë{ren¡+r-¡r;}. (3.11)
"' i=l j=l

The following proposition is proved in the appendix.

Proposition 2: There exists an optimal schedule-due-date combination ( o- , d- ) with

respect to f-(o,d) in which condition (C-): The due-date coíncides with the completion

tíme of one job on each machirz¿ is satisfied.

If (o,d) satisfies condition (C-) in Proposition 2, rhen

For any given (o,d), let the triple (i, k, 0) denote the position of the kth job

scheduled early on machine i, and let (i, k, 1) denote the position of the kth last job

scheduled tardy on machine i, for every i e M. L., t[i,k,p] denote the processing time of

the job assigned to the position (i, k, p). If no job is assigned to the position (i, k, p), rhen

t"t t[i,k,p] = 0. If (o,d) satisfies (C-) in koposition2, then the start time for the job
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nPd

m

n

à¡ * I{+u, *ryr¡}
j.Jb j=l
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sri,r,pr = 
[.-å,,,,u,,',](r-p).[0.,.i¡.-,,0,]o 

(3.13)

n
bi=s[i,1,0]=d- ft¡i,t,g1 (3.14)

k=1

assigned to the position (i, k, p) will be

(3.1s)

In addition, b1 will be given by

r-(o,d) = *åår¡i,k,01 . ååå{*,t - o,*,åli,k,,pr + hoÉ.r'n,,o,}

mn 1

i=1k=þ=0

'= **{å'r''n'or}

and condition (5) yields

Àirp = t* + (k - tl+]tt - p)* r*,p. e.Li)

Then we have
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products of ¡vo sets of real numbers is minimized by arranging one set in non-decreasing

order and the other set in non-increasing order, we can minimize f-(o,d) by assigning the

longest job to the position with the smallest iabel, the second longest job to the position

with the second smallest label, and so on. This yields the optimal sequence o-; the oprimal

due-date d- with respect to f-(o,d) can then be obtained from (3.15). Note that this does

not determine a unique schedule since î,çp = Ài,kp for every pair of machines (i, i') e M

x M. This algorithm, which we will refer to as algorithm_l, can be accomplished in

O(nlogn) time. The following nwo properties of the resulting schedule will be useful in later

analysis a¡rd so we state and prove them here. tæt q - rnl lþ 
l, *n.r. L.J (t-*l) denotes' L.hJ 

LJ\'

the greatest (smallest) integer no larger (smaller) than x e fr.

we will refer to the À¡¡o's as 'position labels'. since the sum of the pairwise

Proposítion3: Under (o-, d- ),

Proof:

Note that

bi S tq+I,

Àitp=Ài'tpSÀi'(t+t)p

Thus, for the optimal (o-, d-), we must have

forallieM.

tli,k,p] 2 t¡i',k+1,p1

(3. 18)

i, i' = 1,2, ..., m; k - 1,2, ..., nl p = 0, 1.
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Let i' e M be such that bi' = 0 (recall constraint (5)). Then from (14):

n

d- = )t¡i,,k,01
k=1

and, for all i e M,

n

bi=d-- ft¡i,,t,ol
l- _1A-l

n

= ){t¡i',t,ol - tti,t,ol}
k:l

n
< I{t¡i',n,g1 - t¡i',t+r,01}

k=1

(3.20)

= t[i"1,0].

Now, we see from (17) that, for all i e M,

Àir. = 
fo t prl IlL l= r for all i,, € M. (3.22)rrv m 'L*hJ "t"*t'

Also, for all i e M,

(3.21)
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Xitt I Ài,,gl, for all i" € M and k < 
g. 

G.23)
m

Thus, we can choose

t¡i",1,01 < t[i,t,l], if i" € M and k < 
g. 

G.24)
m

There are q such pairs of (i", k) 1*itf, I 
iþ I for each machine i") which sarisfy

L.h-l
the condition in (24). Since jobs are indexed in non-increasing order of processing times,

we must have

Proposition 4:

q

f-(o-,d-) 
= * Ë[*}, . *,å + minift ,p1t'-È 

-l-]]o*2'"*i
j=1, ^^, , '¡ ¡=q+l j= 

(3.25)

bilt¡i',t,OJ<tq+1.
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Proof:

Since ÀitO > ÀitO 2 Àrg, fot i = 1, 2,...,fr and k = 1,2,..., n, we can, in o-,
m

assignthefirstqjobs tothepositions {(i, k, 1): i= !,2,...,m and 1<k<g} according
m

to algorithm-l. The contribution of these jobs to the penalty function is then given by

"å[*],,J:I
We can now write

Qr:r m 1 n
f-(o-,d-) = PrIl * 1,, 

*I > IÀ*p,ri,r.,pl
j=1, .^^ ' i=1p=0¡=.gp+l

where

= 

"å[*1,,.ååå^,,0,."p)pr[i,k,+sp,p] 
(3 26)

^,,0,*"0,0 
= [+ + ft(k'-l)]rt - ol+ er(r''+9)o

m

= [* + Ps(k'-1)]tt - ol. *r[u .* - t]

=++(t'-r)[ft(r-p)+e¡p]

= *+(k'-1)min{h,pr}.
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Then

f-(o-,d-) > 

" 
Í[*.l,, . ååå(* 

+ mn{ry,e¡}ru,-')}[,,0,*ep,p]
j=1, ^^^ , i=lp=ok,=l. ... 

(3.2g)

This function is minimized by matching the jobs q+1, q+2,..., n (listed in non-

increasing order of processing times) to the positions {(i, k'+(g)p, Or' k' = 1, 2, ..., n; i

e M; p = 1, 0) listed in non-decreasing order of k'. If we do this, then job q+j, j = !,2,

...,2m,wilt be assigned to a position with weight 
nP¿ 

un¿ job q+2m+j, j = 1, 2, ..., n-e-

2m, will be assigned to a position with weight 
{* 

+ min{ts,R¡t[*l] rhus we have

r-(o-,d-) > 

"å[*}, 
. *,å + min{ry,p¡t'-,ì 

-[-f]o*z-*r
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3.5 Non-Negative Idle Time Penalty

(i) Positive Due-Date Penaltv

We now consider the case PI > 0. This, of course, is the more interesting case since

it can be more easily applied to a realistic siruation. The problem is similar to that

considered by Cheng (1989) except that here, the'zero idle time'constraint is relaxed and a

penalty proportional to the idie time is imposed instead. Although rhe case PI = - 
üd 

is
m

polynomially solvable, the case Pt > 0 is NP-hard; however, the solution of the former

case provides a good approximation for the solution of the latter one. From (3.4) a¡rd

(3.11), we see that, for any (o,d) e lI x 91,

f(o,d) = f-(o,d). (n.+)år, Q.2s)

Thus, constraint (3.5) guarantees that

Since (o*,d*) is optimal with respect to f(o,d), we have

f-(o,d) < f(o,d).

It follows that

f-(o-,d-) < f-1o*,d*¡ < f1o*,d*¡ < f(o-,d-). (3.31)

(3.30)
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f(o-,d-)-f(o*,d*) - f(o

Now applying (5), Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 yields the following

proposition:

f(o*,d*)

Proposition 5:

,d-) - f-(o-,d-)
f-(o'-,d-)

f(o-,d-) - f (ox,¿*¡

_(o-*)å'' (332)
f-(o-,d-)

f (o*,d*)

We also have the following corollary:

Corollary 6:

n

I,: * min{ry,e¡}
j=q+1

If0<P¿<P1,then

n-q-:

T

f(o-,d-)-f(o*,dx¡

j:1 [f]0.,*.,
(3.33)

f (o*,d*)

2(m-r{r+#)

"[+l
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Proof:

First note that q < n.

Case 1: If q = n, then no jobs are scheduledearly in (o-,d-) and so f-(o-,d-) =

f(o-,d-). From (31), f(o-,d-) = fço*,d*¡, thus (34) holds.

Case 2: If q < n, we have, from Proposition 4

r-(o-, d- ) > 
'.[¿l*1, 

. *,å]

D_n

= 
3Ij,¡

J=l

, P¿tq+r $,m ?-'
J=l

_ P¿tq+r(q + lXq + 2)

2m

=*(+)"n.,

Inequality (34) follows by replacing the denominator in Proposition 5 with the last

expression above. o o
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solution for the case P¡ = - 
nPd 

, the relarive error is Ofll as n approaches -. So ourm \n/

Thus if we approximate the optimal solution for the case PJ > 0 with the optimal

approximation is asymptotically optimal. Note also that there is no error in the câse m = 1.

This should be expected since the problem is then reduced to the one solved by Panwalkar

et al (i982). The condition P¿ S Pf is natural here, since in the case of Pd > Pt the optimaì

solution must have d* = 0 (see appendix for proof) and so coincides with the solution of

the minimum average completion time proble. p I I õ, which can be solved in polynomial

time by applying the generalized SPT rule of Conway et al (1967). The case Pd = 0 it

summa¡ized below.

(ii) Zero Due-Date Penaltv

If P¿ = 0, then the bound in Corollary 6 is no longer useful. The problem is still

NP-ha¡d (see appendix for proof) and so it is useful to consider approximate solutions. læt

(o0,¿0) denote the optimal solution for the case P¿ = 0 and let f01o,d¡ denote the

corresponding objective function. Then applying Proposition 5 yields

Corollary 7:

folo-,d-¡ - fo(oo,do)

where (o-, d- ), in the present case, refers to the schedule-due-date obtained by applying

algorithm_l with Pd = 0.

fo(oo,do)

Proof:

(n-2m)(n-2m+1)
4m(m - 1) [ .t T,tl

L-t"{PE""rTtrr" J
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Retain only the last term in the lower bound for f-(o-, d-) > f0 qo0,¿0¡ and use

the relations:

(a) g=0,

Thus the relative error is 
"[+l 

as n approaches -. We show in the appendix
\t n"tn /

that if the processing times are uniformly and independently distributed over the interval [0,

11, then

(n-2m)(n-2m+1)t,,

It follows that our approximation is asymptotically optimal in probabiliry.

4m

ri- n[jr-'no-rl =o,
n_+æ 

L 
n"tn l

if o > 0. (3.35)
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3.6 Zero Idle Time Constraint

This is the problem conside¡ed by Cheng (1989). We can recover this version of

the problem by setting PI > nPg in P1. This is because the optimal solution for the case P¡

> nb must have zero idle time (see appendix for proof). When we consider approximate

solutions, however, the two problems must be treated differently since the approximate

solution (o-, d- ) to P1 may not satisfy the zero idle time constraint. We can, however,

alter (o-, d- ) slightly so as to make it satisfy the constraint and still retain a relative error

"f 
orll

\n/
æ .æ,

læt (o*, d* ) denote the optimal solution subject to the zero idle time constraint.

Given any schedule o e fI, let o¡ be the sequence obtained from o by shifting the start

time of each job on machine i backward in time by an amount b¡16 for every machine i e

M, so that all machines begin processing at time t = 0 under o¡. Then we have the

following proposition.

Proposition 8:

f(of ,d-) - flo-,d*) < (m - 1)(h * rr{r . rnt"{îll,|åll,r, (3 36)

Proof:

l-et n1þ¡) be the number of jobs on machine i which are tardy under (o-, d- ) bur

early under (of ,d-). Then
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f-(oi,d-) - f-(o-,d-) =

å{ïä'[*. ry(l,Fl * r - r) - 
"(l'Il 

- o *,)],¡,,l,fl-r.*r,rl

+

t*. ru(l,Fl + n¡ (bir) - n,(l,Il - n,ro,,)][', - 
"Ë,Ì.,,I1--.,,,]]]

= å[*. q,(l,il + n¡(b¡r)- +(lrll - "iturr)]o

= 
å{[+.+(þPl 

-r)--'(l'Il * r)]u' * (p¡ * prxni(bi) + r)u']

But the optimality of o- with respect to f-(o,d) implies that

*.e'(lrPl-r)-ry(lrll*t)["_,0_, =0, rorau i e M, (3.3i)

since otherwise reassigning the last early job on machine i to the first tardy position on i

would decrease the objective function value. Thus

m
f-(or,d-) - f-(o-,d-) < (Pe *pr)I(ni(bi)+t)bi. (3.38)

i:1
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But bi < h+l (Proposition 3) and thus

Also, ni(b1l 
= lrll = [*-l and b¡ = 0 for some i e M. rhus we have

ni(bi). bi . tq+l

f-(oi,d-) - f-(o-,d-) < (In-rxpe.*{t.rnt"{T,[*T]]"., (3.40)

Also, from (29), with zero idle time,

tn tn

f-(of ,d-) = f(o'i,d-) > f(o-,d-) t f-(o-,d-) > f-(o-,d-) (3.41)

and so

(3.3e)

We also have the following corollary.

< (m - ll1*, +".{'.,"'"{T,l*11,,., ..
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Corollary 9:

f(of ,d-) - f(o-,d-)

t of O[1') so that our approximation is asymptotically optima] as n approaches *
\n/

f(o-,d-)

Thus the relative eror incu:red in using (oi,d-) as an approximation for (o-, d-)

provided that P¿ > 0.

3.7 Zero Due-Date Penalty with Zero Idle Time Constraint

The case Pd = 0 presents some difficulty again since the bound in Corollary 9 can

no longer be applied. Applying Proposition 4 and Proposition 8 yields

Proposition l0;

r0(or,q-)_r0fo0,¿0). 4(m-lXn+2m) [ pr*ry T,, l
f0(o0,d0) - (n-2m)(n -2m+r)[min{ry,e.}J.," J

where (o-, d- ), in the present case, refers to the schedule-due-date obtained by applying

algorithm_l with Pd = 0.

Proof:

The proof is similar to that of Corollary 7.
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Thus the relative error is 
"[*) 

as n approaches oo. If the processing times are

uniformly and independently distributed over rhe interval [0, 1], then

Thus, even though we may not have asymptotic optimality in this caso, we can

reasonably expect that the relative error will remain finite as n approaches -.

ri- nf_L
n--)æ L ntn

3.8 Computational Experiences

'n"]=0,

Tables 3.1 - 3.4 show the results of several test runs of algorithm_l with PJ = P1 =

lE = 1 for the four cases below. Note that only the relative magnitude of these paramerers

is significant so that we can set the largest of them equal to 1. Setting PT = lE
discourages early and tardy jobs equally, though other choices for these parameters may be

desirable depending on the application. P¿ is bounded between 0 and 1 since values outside

this range yield degenerate problems as discussed below. Thus we set its value in the

middle of this range for our tests. Setting P1 at a higher value would discourage idle time

more. Our results will all hold provided P¡ does not grow with n or grows slower than

linearly with n. Vy'e set:

ifcr>0. (3.42)

(I) Pd = 0.5 without zero idle time constraint,

([I) Pd = 0.5 with zero idle time constraint,

GrI) Pd = 0 without zero idle time consÍaint,

GV) Pd = 0 with zero idle time constraint.
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All instances are generated with jobs having processing times uniformly distribureci

in the interval (0, 1). We list the parameters m an¿ a for each instance as well as the a
m

priori upper bounds (from Corollaries 6,7 and 9 and Proposition 10) and the following

posterior upper bounds on the relative error:

r)

and

f(o-,d-) - f-(o-,d-)
f-(o-,d-)

(m)),

2)

(IV)).

f(of ,d-) - f-(o-,d-)

, for cases without zero idle time constraint (i.e.cases (I)

Tables 3.5 -3. 8 list the ratios of the a priori upper bound to the posterior upper

bound for the four cases above. In case (I) the ratios range between 11 and 32 with a mean

of 20. For case (tr) they range between 18 and 79 with a mean of 59. Although the relarive

errors for the case of uniformly distributed processing times do not come close to the ¿

priorí bounds, the ratio of the two bounds appears to be relatively stable and there seems

to be no discernible pattern in the variation of these raúos with n and m. Thus the a priori

upper bound can provide a reasonable rough estimate of the error if this ratio is taken into

account.

f-(o-,d-) , for cases with zero idle time constraint (i.e. cases (II) and
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The ratios for cases (Itr) and (IV) (i.e. Pd = 0), however, are very large and

fluctuate wildly. Hence, the a priori bounds for these rwo cases cannot provide any

reasonable estimate of the actual error. However, the posterior bounds are reasonably

small, especially in case (trI) in which the error is less than 3 per cent for a > 10. Even in
m

case GV) the posterior bounds decrease steadily u, a ir,r."ases. But this is not predicted
m

explicitly in the a priori bound. The large error with the a priori bounds seems to be

caused by the factor 
jl 

which can be extremely large. If P¿ = 0, the longest 2m jobs do
tn

not contribute to the lower bound in Proposition 4 whereas they do contribute to the upper

bound in Proposition 8. Thus the relative error bound, which is the ratio of these two, can

be very large if these 2m longest jobs are exremely long compared to the other n - 2m

shorter jobs. Thus, even though the ¿ priori bounds do not indicate so, the computational

results show that our algorithm provides a good heuristic for the case P¿ = 0 with the

processing times uniformly distributed and, probably, in most cases in which the longest

2m jobs are not exnemely long compared with the n - 2m shorter jobs.

3.9 Conclusion

We have described an approximate solution for an NP-hard problem concerning the

assignment of a common due-date and job scheduling on parallel machines. Our basic idea

was that the difficulty of the problem was due to the dependence of the objective function

on the due-date, which can be viewed as the maximum completion time of the early jobs.

The problem of minimizing the maximum completion time on parallel machines is known to

be NP-ha¡d. Sening e1 = --& has the effect of approximating the maximum completion
m
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time of the early jobs, which corresponds to the maximum of the 'early workload' on each

machine, by the average 'eariy workload of the machines. This approach leads naturally to

apriori relative error bounds which are easily calculated and which appear to be

reasonably small for large enough values of a. Our approximation was shown to be
m

asymptotically optimal when the due-date cost is non-zero. V/hen the due date cost is zero

and no zero idle time constraint is imposed the approximation was shown to be

asymptotically optimal in probability for uniformly distributed processing times. Our test

cases indicate that the approximation provides a good heuristic for problems with uniform

processing times in all of the four cases considered.

3.10 Appendix

(i) Proof of Proposition 2:

l,et (o,d) be optimal with respect to f-(o,d) and suppose that d does not coincide

with the completion time of any job on machine i. Let d be the schedule derived from o by

shifting each job on machine i forward in time by an amount 
^ 

ahd let d' = d. Let Ci and

C'¡ denote the completion times of job j under (o,d) and (o',d) respectively. So

Then we have

c'j =cj*a'

provided that

r-(o',d) - r-(o,d) = {+. þIþ - lr¡l+],

foralljelfulf
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d-mi1{Cj}<^<d-ma6{C¡}. (Al)

Since f-(o,d) is optimal, we must have

^[+.|'Ilry-l,Flry]=o (2)

But since d does not coincide with the complerion time of any job on i, Â can,

accord.ing to (41), take on both positive and negative values. Thus

^ 
< o = [+.pI6 -þFleu] < o

Therefore,

^ 
> o = [+.l,Ilry -l,pl+] = 

o

and so

i+.pr6-pF6]=o

f-(o',d) = f-(o,d)
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and f-(o',d) is optimal provided that Â satisfies (41). But then we can take Â =

d - max{C¡}, in which case the due-date d will coincide with the completion time
j=¡f J

maxlC'¡ ì in o'. By a repeated application of the above argument to each machine i e M,
:.¡P J' J

we can construct an optimal solution in which the due-date coincides with the completion

time of 

::rr* 
on each machine.

(ii) Proof of the claim

If P¿ > P1, then d* = 0.

Proof:

læt P¿ > Pl and suppose that d* > 0. Iæt Â e 9Ì be such that

o<^<4. *a¡{c¡}

Also let r. = l{:,c.¡ = o-}1. rn"n

o < f(o*,d*-^) - f(o*,d*¡ =

Thus we have a contradiction.

n[+(þ'l * n) - +þ'l - n) - *o]

^n(h 
-Po) . 0.
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(iii) Proof of the claim

I-et f(t1,t¡) be the joint density function of t1 and tn, both of which are uniformly

distribuæd over the interval [0, 1]. Then

f(t1,tn) = n(n - lXtl -,.r)n-'.

I.et yl - !n , y2=tI. Then
t1

u* n[jr-- t no-l1= s, s > o.
n-ræ L n,tn J

Hence, the marginal density of y1 is given by

f(yr)=(n-r)(r -yt)"-z

f(y1,yn) = n(n - 1)yâ-1(1 - yr )"-' .

and

"[å, ""-t]= *[f . n-rr*or]= 1-(1-n-(r+a))n-l n-+*,s.oo

(iv) Proof of the claim
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I

If ry > nS, then Ilo* = 0.

Proof:

Consider the optimal sequence o* and suppose that I > 0 in this sequence. Then

wemusthaveb¡ >0forsomei e M. Let À e S be such that

Let o' denote the schedule obtained from o* by shifting each job on machine i backwa¡d in

time by an amount À. Then

0<^<
'"in{u¡,(1, 

j . rI)}.

0 < r(o',d*¡ - rqo*,d*l = {+lrPl-q -.rlrll] < 
^(nte 

-q) .0

and we have a contradiction.

(v) Proof of the claim

The problem Pl with Pd = 0 is NP-hard.

Proof:

We prove The NP-completeness of the recognition ve¡sion of Pl with Pd = 0 by a

reduction from the Even-Odd-Partition (EOP) problem, which has been shown to be NP-

complete by Garey et al (1988).

Even Odd Pafütion (EOP) Problem
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Givenasetof2kintegersS={s1,S/,..,,s2¡}wheres1>S2>...>

thereexistasubsetAof S consistingof exactlykintegers from S such that I, = )t
seA teS-A

and A contains exactly one integer from each set {s2i-1, s2i}, i = I,2,..., k?

Given an instance of the EOP problem, we construct an instance of P1 with Pd = 0,

P1> nPg, m=2,n=2k and ti = Si, i = 1,2,...,2k. Then Pl has a solution (o,d)

satisfying

if and only if the EOP problem has a solution.

The proof consists of three parts.

(1) The optimal solution (o*,d*) to Pl has no tardy jobs.

Suppose to the contrary that some jobs on machine i are tardy under (o*,d*). Let A

= 
Ë+{Tj} 

a¡rd let o' be the schedule obtained from o* by shifting all jobs on machine i

backward in time by an amount A. Then

0 < r(o',d*¡ - rqo*,d*l = afeell|l-.r -.rlrll] < 
^(nh 

-q) .0

and so we have a contradiction.

f(o,d) 
= 
-rËl* 

F,. .L2J

J=t

(43)
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(2) If all jobs are early in (o,d), then f(o,d) 
= 
" å L+-]t, 

u"U the equality holds only

if I = 0 and the jobs 2i - I and 2i a¡e both scheduled ith on their respective machines for

some ordering of the jobs j = 1, 2, ..., \.(There may be more than one order which

satisfies \> tZ > ... > tn).

Since all jobs are early, we have

2n
f(o,d) = qI+hI Ift-l)r¡¡,r,oJ.

i:1k:l

The second term is minimized by assigning the two longest jobs to the positions

with k = 1, the next two longest jobs to the positions with k =2, a¡d so on. The resulting

minimum value of the second term is given by h Ël * lr, Clearly, if this is the total
j=7Lt L

penalty for some sequence, we must have I = 0 and the sequence must be the one described

above which minimizes the second term.

(3) Suppose that (o,d) satisfies (43). Then (o*,d*) must also satisfy (43). But

(o*,d*) has no tardy jobs and so must be the schedule described in (2) above. Thus Ilo* =
nn

0. But then b1 - b2= 0 and ltlt,t,Ol = d* = f t¡2,t,01. Thus we have a solution to

EOP given by A = [s3: j is assigned to machine 1 in 1o*,d*¡].

Conversely, given any partition A of EOP, we can find a sequence o* satisfying

(43) by assigning the jobs {j: s¡ e A} to machine 1 and the jobs {j: s¡ e S - A} to machine

2, in non-increasing order of processing times, and setting d* = I r: . o .
s¡eA

k=1 k=1
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Part Two:
Priority Scheduling



4.1 Introduction

Research into scheduling problems involving multiple criteria has begun only

recently. Dileepan and Sen (1988) have provided a review of scheduling problems

involving two criteria and a single machine. They divide the problems considered so

far into two groups: Class-l problems and Class-2 problems. Class-2 problems can

be stated as follows:

min imize Z(o) =f(C1 (o),C2(o))

Chapter 4

Hierarchical Minimization of FIow Times

where Cr(o) and C2(o) are performance measures such as flowtime,
tardinessÆarliness, set-up cost, etc. The approach here is to combine the performance

measures into a single analytical expression which is to be minimized- The problem

considered in the previous chapter is similar to this type of problem. It involves four
performance criteria: earliness, tardiness, due-date, and idle time and it seeks to

minimize a linea¡ combination of these.

Class-1 problems are more closely related to the problem we consider here and

can be stated as follows:

min imize Z(o) = f (Cr (o))

subject to o € ç = {set of all possible schedules}

subject to o € ç = {set of all possible schedules satisfying g(C2(o)) = c}

That is, one of the wo criteria acts as the objective function and the other acts as

a constraint. Smith (1956) provided the earliest pioneering work by considering the

problem with mean flowtime as f(C1(o)), maximum tardiness as g(Cz(o)) and zero as

the value of c. Emmons (1975) considered the problem with total flowtime as
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f(Cr(o)) , max{w¡l(o)} (where
I

tardiness of the job i) as g(C2 (o))

rì
c = minl max{w¡l (o)} i

oeQL i )

This approach imposes a hierarchical structure onto the problem. We first must

choose schedules which minimize max{w¡T1(o)} and then choose, from among those,
I

a schedule with the smallest flowtime. Emmons (1987) considers a parallel machine

scheduling problem in the same vein. He uses the sum of absoluæ deviation of
completion times from a common due-daæ as the primary criterion:

wi= weight associated with job i and l(o)=
and the following value for c:

s(Cz(o)) =

where cj= completion time of the job j and ddue-date. He uses the criteria of
minimum makespan and machine occupancy for the secondary criterion f(Cr(o)).

This hiera¡chical structure is very similar to that encountered in linear goal

programming problems. In that context, we have a multiple criteria hierarchical

objective. Given a feasible set S c Sn and â set f1,f2,...,f¡ of k linear objective

functions (f¡:S + S, j = 1,2,...,k) the objective is first to choose schedules which

minimize fl,then to choose from among those some which minimize f2, and so on.

The problem which we consider here is a hierarchical multiple criteria

scheduling problem on parallel machines. The jobs are divided into p priority classes,

and the total flowtime of the class with the kth highest priority is the kth highest (kth

most primary) objective criterion.

This type of problem could arise in any environment (job shop scheduling,

computer job scheduling etc.) where a priority is assigned to each job. The

interpretation here is that jobs in a higher priority class are much more"important" than

jobs in lower priority classes since we can make no improvement in the scheduling of
the lower priority jobs if it compromises (even minutely) the scheduling of the higher

priority jobs. In the following chapter we will explore a somewhat less stringent

interpretation of job priority.
If only one priority class exists, the problem reduces to that of minimizing total

flowtime on parallel machines. That problem is solved by the generalized SPT rule of
Conway et al (1967) which consists of scheduling the jobs in non-decreasing order of
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processing times and assigning each job to the earliest available machine.

The algorithm which solves the multi-priority problem is a further generalized

SPT rule where the jobs a¡e ordered by priority first and then by processing time.

4.2 Problem Formulation

Consider â Sot J= {1,2,....n) of n jobs to be scheduled on â Sot M= { 1,2,...,m } of m

machines . Suppose that each job in J is assigned a priority P(j) e {I,2,...,p} via t}re

function P:J + 11,2,...,p\. We assume that the most "important" jobs are assigned smaller

values of P. Thus the highest priority or most important jobs are those in the priority class

IIr=Uerlel¡¡=1¡.

The function P divides the jobs into the p priority classes lI1,fl2,...,lln where

flk = {j e 1116¡ = ¡¡ (4.2)

With each job j e J is also associated a processing time t¡ >0. We define a

schedule of the jobs in J to be any function of the form o:J -+ M x S where

o(j) = (m¡,s¡)

and

(a) tjt0

(4.r)
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(b) s¡,* t¡' < s¡ or sj, > s¡ + t¡

m¡ represents the machine on which the job j is to be processed and s¡ represenß the start

time of that job. Condition (a) requires that all jobs begin processing after time zero and (b)

ensures that no two jobs are processed simultaneously on a single machine. læt

cj = sj + t¡ denote the completion time of the job j .We will denote the total completion

time (under o) of jobs in the prioriry class fI¡ by:

f¡ (o) = Ir¡ .

jeIIr

if m¡ = m¡,

Iæt S be any set and let f:S + S be any real function defined on S. Then we define the

restriction operator Rf according to

RrS: {s e Slf(s) < f(s') Vs'e S}

Thus R¡ restricts S to the subset of S on which the function f is a minimum. We

adopt the usual convention that in the case of products of such operators the rightmost

operator acts first on the set. These restriction operators can be used to effectively express

problems with multi-criteria objectives, especially if the criteria are hierarchical. For

example, a linear goal programming problem with / linea¡ objective functions f1,f2,...f ¿

(where f1 has the highest priority) and a feasible set S can be expressed as the problem of

finding any member of the set R¡, R¡r_, ...Rf, S (note that this set is empty only if S is

empty).

I-et S denote the set of all possible schedules for the jobs in J. Then our problem,

which we will denote by P3 is:
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P3: Find a member of the set

O = R¡nR¡n_r...RtrS

Thus the problem is frst to choose the schedules which minimize the total

completion time of the highest priority jobs, then to choose among these by applying the

total completion time of the 2nd highest priority jobs as a secondary criterion, and so on.

Any schedule o e O will be called an optimal schedule. Let m¡(o) and s¡(o) denote the

machine and start time (respectively) of the job j under the schedule o. V/e now prove

some fundamental results which will lead to the solution of PI.

4.3 Results

We first prove that for an optimal schedule, the total completion time of any priority class

cannot be decreased without increasing the total completion time of some higher priority

class.

Lemma 1: If there exist k e {1,2,...p} and o,o'e S such that:

(a) fk'(o') S f¡'(o) Vk'< k

and
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(b) fr(o') < fr(o)

then o is not optimal.

Proof:

læt o be optimal. Note that

(Ð fr(o') < fr(o) + o'e R¡rS

(iÐ o'e R¡r_r...prrs and f¿(o') < f¿(o) + o'e R¡r...R¡rS

Therefore, using (a) and the principle of induction:

o'e R¡n_r...BfrS.

Since o is optimal, o e R¡*...pfrs. Therefore o e R¡o-r...R¡rS and

fL(o) S f¡(o') Vo'e R¡o_r...Rr,S. This contradicts (b).

Lemma2: No optimal schedule has idle time inserted between jobs.

Proof:

l,et o be optimal and suppose that, under o, there is an idle time of A inserted

between jobs i and j which are on the same machine mi(o) = m¡(o). Assume, without

loss of generality, that s¡(o) < s¡(o') .

læt o'bs the schedule obtained from o by shifting backward in time by the amount
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Â all jobs which follow j on mi(o). Then:

f.cr (o) - ¡
cl(o') = 

t.,rol

so that cr(o') < ct(o) Vl e J and c¡(o') < c¡(o). Thus

fr(o') < fr(o) Vk < P(j)

if m¡(o) = mj(o) and s1(o) > sj(o)

otherwise

and

fp(j)(o') < fp(j)(o)

Therefore, by Lemma 1, o is not optimal.

The following two lemmas establish that higher priority jobs a¡e scheduled earlier

than lower priority jobs in an optimal schedule.

Lemma 3: If o is optimal, then

(4.8)

P(i) < P(j) + s¡(o) < s¡(o)

if m 
1 
(o) = m.¡ (o) . i.e. If two jobs are scheduled on the same machine under an optimal

schedule then the higher priority job must be scheduled first.

(4.e)

Proof:

(10)
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Læt o be optimal and suppose that mi (o) = m¡ (o), P(i) < P(j)and si (o) > s.¡(o). Let

[, e Jbe the ea¡liest job scheduled after j on m¡(o) which has a higher priority ttran PO.i.e.

S¿(o) = ** tðil,¡ {o¡{sr. 
(o)J

P(k)<P(j)

sk(o)>sj(o)

læt o' be the schedule obtained from o by rescheduling / to the position immediately

before j.Then

fs¡(o) ifk= L

s¡(o') = 
ls¡{o)+t¿ 

if m¡(o) = mj(o) and s¡(o) < s¡(o) < s¿(o) . (4.12)

Lrt(o') otherwise

By definition of / we have:

P(i)>P(/)

and

s¡(o) < sr(o') < s¿(o) + P(k) > PU) = P(k) > P(/).

Therefore, according to (4.12)

(4.11)

s¡(o') = sr(o) Vk ¡ P(k) < P(/).
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Thus,

fr(o') = fr(o) Vk < P(/)

and since sl (o') = st (o) - t¡ < st (o), we have

fpl¿¡(o') < fp1¿¡(o)

Thus, by Lenuna 1, o is not optimal.

Lemma4: If o is optimal and i, j e J then

P(i) < P(j) + s¡(o) < s¡(o).

(note this does not require mi (o) = m j (o') as in Lemma 3 )

Proof:

læt o be optimal and suppose that P(Ð<P(j). Let o' be the schedule obtained from o by

reassigning i to the position of j , leaving the jobs which follow i as they are, and shifting j

and all jobs which follow it forward by an amounr ri.i.e.:

(4.13)

Is¡(o)
sr(o')=ls¡1o)+t¡

l'oto'

(4.r4)

if k = i

if m¡(o) = m¡(o) and s¡(o) > s¡(o')

otherwise
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The jobs which follow j must (by the converse of Lemma -?) have the same or

lower priority than j and thus must have a strictly lower priority that P(i). Thus the job i is

the only job wittr priority equal to or higher than P(i) which has a different start time under

o' than it does under o. Therefore

(1) f¡(o') = fr(o) if k < P(i)

and

(iÐ fp(i)(o')-fp(i)(o) = si(o')-si(o) = s¡(o)-si(o).

But the optimaliry of o, together with Lemma 1, require that

fp(i)(o')-fp1¡¡(o) > 0

and thus

si(o) > si (o)

We now def,rne two swapping operations which we will need to use in the upcoming

proofs.

(4.16)

Definition /: Given any schedule o and wo jobs i, j e J, we def,rne o¡ to be the schedule

obtained from o by interchanging the positions of the two jobs and shifting the jobs on

mi (o) and m¡ (o) which follow i and j forward or back as necessa{y, to eliminate idle time
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or overlap. i.e.

[m¡(o) ifk=i
mk(o'¡=]m¡(o) ifk=j

L*n,ol otherwise

and

s¡(o') = jrr(o) + t¡ - r¡ if m¡(o) = mi(o) and s¡(o) > si(o) (4.20)

s¡(o) ifk=i
si(o) ifk=j

sr(o) + t1 - t¡ if mp(o) = m¡(o) and s¡1o) > si(o)

st(o) otherwise

Definition2; Given any schedule o and nvo jobs i, j e J, we define o'i¡ to be the schedule

obtained from o by the following operation:

step 1: Remove i and all jobs scheduled after i from m1(o) and remove j and all jobs

scheduled after j from m¡(o).

step 2: Reschedule the jobs removed from m1(o) onto m¡(o') , beginning at time

si(o), and preserving their order.

step 3: Reschedule the jobs removed from mi (o) onto m i (o) , beginning at time si (o) ,

and preserving their order.

(4.1e)

Then we have
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Imi(o)
m¡(o'¡ ¡ = .lm11o)

L'o toi

and

if m¡(o) = mi(o) and s¡(o) > si(o)

if m¡(o) = m¡(o) and s¡(o) > s¡(o)

otherwise

lrotol+s¡(o)-si(o)
s¡ (o'¡ ) = 

I 
s¡ (o¡ + s¡ (o) - s.¡(o)

Itn(o)

The following proposition establishes that if, under an optimal schedule, some job

is scheduled later than another job with the same priority and a smaller processing time,

then the positions of the nvo jobs can be interchanged without disturbing the optimality of

the schedule. Note that, although this result seems obvious, it is not trivial since the effect

of the interchange depends on the number of jobs in each priority class which follow the

jobs which ¿ìre to be interchanged.

if mç(o) = mi(o) and s¡(o) > si(o)

if m¡(o) = m¡(o) and s¡(o) > s¡(o)

otherwise

Proposirion 1: If o is optimal and P(i)=p0)=k' then

(4.2r)

(si(o)-s¡(o)Xti - rj) . 0 + f¡(o¡) = fr<(o)

Proof:

(4.22)

oo

[æt o be optimal and P(i)=P()=k'.
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(Ð Clearly f¡(o¡) = fr(o) if k<k'regardless of whether (ti - tj) < 0 or (t¡ - t¡) > 0

since (by Lemma 4) all jobs with prioriry higher than k' are scheduled before both i

and j and a¡e thus unaffected by the interchange.

(ü) Assume, without loss of generality, that si (o) - sj (o) > 0 and t¡ - tj . 0. Let nl(

and nf denote, respectively, the number of jobs (including i and j if k=k') with

priority k scheduled after the start of i on m¡ (o) and after the start of j on m¡ (o).

Then

f¡(o¡)-fr(o) = (ti -t¡Xnf -nl'l fork > k'

Suppose that

f¡(o'¡)-f¡(o) * 0

for some k > k'. Let k" be the highest priority for which this occurs. Then we must have:

f¡"(o¡)-fç"(o) > 0

since othe¡wise the optimality of o would be contradicted. Then

nf"-nf"<o

and

(4.23)
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nT = nlt for k'( k < k"

Clearly (25) implies that i and j are scheduled on different machines since otherwise

si (o) - s¡ (o) > 0 would require that nf " - nlt" > 0. Now consider o'¡. We have

fr(o'ij)-fr(o)=(s¡(o)-s¡(o)Xnf -nfl fork>k'. (4.27)

Now, using (25) and (26) we get:

ft (o'U ) = ft (o') if k'< k < k"

and

fk"(o'ij ) < ft"(o).

From an argument simila¡ to that in (1), we can show that

(4.26)

ft (o"j ) = ft (o) if k < k'.

Thus, by Lemma 1, o cannot be optimal.

We now :use Proposítíon I to define a constructive algorithm for solving the problem.

First, we define the list index l.i for each job i as follows:

rt = l{: 
e JltP0) < P(i)l or [P(j) = P(i) and t¡ . ,tf]l
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Thus if we list the jobs in non-decreasing order of their list indices, the priority

classes will appear in order of priority, with highest priority fîrst, and the jobs within each

priority class will be listed in non-decreasing order of their processing times. The algorithm

which solves the problem is as follows:

Algorirhrn AI

step 1: List all jobs in non-decreasing order of their list indices.

step 2: Remove the first unscheduled job from the list and schedule it on the flrst available

machine.

step 3: If there are still jobs on the list go to step 2.

Otherwise stop.

We now prove that AI yields an optimal schedule. We can combine Lemma 4 and

Proposítionl to get the following proposition:

(a)

(b)

s¡ (o) < s¡ (o)

Ài>rj

is also optimal.then o¡
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Proof:

(Ð if l.¡ = À3 then P(i)=p6¡ and t¡ = tj so that

f¡(o¡) = fr(o) Vk e {1,2,...p}

(ii) Suppose that Ài t Ij. Then P(i)>P(), or P(i)=p1¡¡ and t¡ < t¡. But if P(i)>P(i) then

si (o) > s¡ (o) bf Lemmn 4 and (a) is conradicted. If P(Ð=Pfi) and t¡ < t.¡ then the result

follows from Proposition I

Lemma5: If o is optimal and

s¡(o) = s¡(o)

then o'¡¡ is also optimal.

Proof:

If s1(o) = s¡(o) then s¿(o'i¡ ) = s¿(o) Yl e l. Therefore

ft(o"j)=ft(o) Vk e (1,2,...,P)

(4.32)

The algorithm A1 does not yield a unique solution for the following reasons:

(i) Step 1 can be accomplished in many different ways since if a group of jobs all have

the same list index, then thei¡ order in the list is arbirary.

oa
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(2) In step 2, if more than one machine becomes the first available at the same time then

the next unscheduled job could be loaded onto any one of these machines.

We adopt the convention of always assigning the next unscheduled job to the first

available machine with the smallest index. Since the assignment of indices to the machines

is arbitrary, this still leaves the possibility for multiple solutions, but for a given job list

(from step 1) and a given indexing of machines, the solution will be unique. We now

defrne the algorithm A2which begins with an optimal solution and manipulates it in such a

way that the resulting schedule, by virrue of Proposítion 2 and Lemma5, is also optimal.

We then show that the resulting schedule is exactly the same as that which results from

applying the algorithm Al so that that schedule must also be optimal.

Algorithm A2

step l: Begin with any optimal sequence o.

step 2: List all jobs in non-decreasing order of their list indices.

step 3: I-et oc denote the current schedule.

If there exist,under oc,a pair of jobs, i and j, such that j occurs before i on the list

and s¡ (ot ) < s¡ (oc ) then replace oc with ol¡ and repeat step 3.

Otherwise continue on to step 4

step 4: If there exist, under the current schedule oc, two jobs, i and j, such that the

following three conditions a¡e met:
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(a) j occurs before i in the list.

si(oc) = sj(ot)

mi(oc) < m¡(oc)

(b)

(c)

then replace oc with (ot)'ij where i and j a¡e the earüest occurrence of such a pair,

and repeat step 4.

Otherwise go to step 5

step 5: If any job i is scheduled last on it's machine and another machine with a lower index

is available at time si (oc), then reschedule i as the last job on that machine and

repeat step 5..

Otherwise stop.

We now prove that A1 and A2 yield the same solution.

Proposition 3: The algorithms AI and A2 yield the same result if the indexing of the

machines and the listing of the jobs (in step 1 of A1 and step 2 of A2) are the same.

Proof:

fæt of and of represent the schedules obtained by applying algorithms A1 and A2

(respectively) to the first k jobs in the list.
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(Ð Clearly ol - c\. since in both cases the f,rrst job on the list must be scheduled. f,rrst

on machine 1.

(ü)

scheduled on the lowest indexed first available machine (under of = o5). This is

because if the job werc to be scheduled at a later time then o[+1 would not be optimai

whereas A2 always yields an optimal sequence. If the job was scheduled to begin at the

same time on a machine with a higher index, then A2 would not have stopped ut o|*1.

This, however, is exactly the rule for scheduling the k+l'st job according to Al. Thus

Assume of = o5 for some k<n. Undet o5*t the k+ 1'st job in the list must be

of = ob = of*t = o5*t vk < n.

(üi) Therefore, by induction,

ol=oä

and so AI and A2 yield the same result.

Proposition3 and the optimality of o! immediately yield the result:

Proposttíon4: The algorithm AI yields an optimal solution

4.4 Complexity

A1 belongs to a class of algorithms known as "list scheduling" algorithms. In these
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algorithms an ordered list of the jobs is created and at each stage the fi¡st unscheduled job

in the list is loaded onto the first available machine. The order of the jobs in the list

determines the schedule. Various list orders (eg. random, LPT, SPT) have been

considered for a variety of different problems. These type of algorithms are generally

polynomially bounded.

In Al, ananging the jobs in order of their list indices can be done in O(nlogn) time.

The construction of the schedule, once the Iist is a:ranged, can be done in O(nm) time.

Thus the complexity of A1 is O(mnlogn).

4.5 Example

We consider an example with two machines and six jobs. The priorities for the

jobs are given by

P= (P(1),P(2),...P(6)) = (1,1,2,2,3,3)

and the processing times are given by

t = (t1,t2,... t6 )=(4,6, 3,5,3,3).

The jobs are already in non-decreasing order of their list indices

()v1,Ìu2,...Ìu6)=(0,1.,2,3,4,4). Figure 4.1 is a Gantt diagram of the optimal schedule

obtained by applying 42. Figure 4.2 shows three Gantt diagrams which correspond to
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various stages of A2. The flowtime for all schedules depicted are given by

f = (f1,f2,f3) = (10,18,24).

Note that, as expected, A2 yields the same result as 41. It is clear that job 1 and job 2

must be scheduled on different machines since otherwise f1 would not be optimal. If jobs

2 and 3 are scheduled on different machines then it is clear from inspection of the Gantt

diagrams in Figure 4.2 that jobs 5 and 6 must also be scheduled on different machines (as

depicted in the f,rgure) and so Figure 4.2 covers all possibilities (in that case) which may be

optimal. If jobs 3 and 4 are scheduled on the same machine then we get the schedules

depicted in Figure 4.3. It is clear from inspection of these diagrams that jobs 5 and 6 must

be scheduled on the same machine in this case if we are to have an optimal solution. The

flowtimes for these two schedules are given by

f = (\,f2,f3) = (10,19,21)

and

f = (î1,f2,f3) = (10,23,17).

Clearly these are both sub-optimal schedules.

4.6 Conclusion

V/e have considered ttre problem of hierarchical minimization of total flowtimes of
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priority classes of jobs scheduled on parallel machines. We have provided a list scheduling

algorithm of complexity O(mnlogn) to solve the problem. The algorithm is a generalized

SPT rule.
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Chapter 5

5.1 Introduction

Minimum Flowtime

With Priority Constraint

In the previous chapter we considered a pîoblem involving the scheduling of

jobs with different priorities. There, our interperetation of priority was quite stringent,

in that we could not make any improvement in the scheduling of lower prioriry jobs if it

compromised (even minutely) the quality of the scheduling of the higher priority jobs.

In this chapter, we present a different, less stringent view of the job priorities. We

consider the objective of minimizing the total flowtime subject to the constraint that a

lower priority job can never precede a higher priority job on the same machine.

This type of problem is likely to occur where there are technological consraints

or set-up costs involved. The priority classes may actually divide the jobs into groups

which have different processing requirements. There may be a set-up cost involved in

adapting a machine from a state where it is ready to process jobs from one group to a

state \¡/here it is ready to process jobs from a second group. If there are two goups

(we consider only the problem with two priority classes) then the constraint we impose

guarantees that the set-up cost is incurred only once for each machine.
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Similarly, technological requirements may prohibit one type of job from being

processed after another type of job on the same machine. For example, in paint

production, light color paints must precede da¡ker color paints.

A great deal of research (see the reviews: Coffman, Cheng(1990) and

Lawler(1989) ) dealing with precedence constraint has been reported so far. However,

all of this deals with precedence relations which can be represented by graphs which

are trees. The precedence graph for the problem we consider here is a complete

directed bipartite gaph and is therefore not a tree. This analysis can therefore not be

applied here.

Gupta(1984) and Potts (1991) consider the problem of scheduling jobs which

fall into two different classes on a single machine. Setup time is necessary between

jobs of a different class and the objective is to minimize the sum of the completion

times. This problem is similar to ours in that, if the set up time between jobs of

different classes is large enough, then any optimal schedule must involve at most ono

such set-up on each machine. Our objective is to minimize the sum of completion times

subject to the constraint that only one setup is allowed on each machine. Thus our

objective could well be applied to the cases which Pons (1991) has cited if multiple

processors are available (Our problem is trivial in the single machine case.) and one of

the wo set up costs is very large. These applications include steel pipe manifacturing

(Ahn and Hyun (1990), computer scheduling (Monma and Potts (1989)) and operation

of multiple processors by a single operator (Sahney (1912)).

'We formulate our problem as follows.
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5.2 Problem Formulation

Consider a set J=( I,2,...,n) of n jobs to be scheduled on a set M={ 1,2,...,m} of

m parallel machines. Each job jeJ is assigned a priority P()e(1,2) and a processing time

,j > 0. We will refer to jobs j with priority P0)=t as "p-jobs" and to jobs with P0)=2 as

"q-jobs". Let nn and nn denote the number (respectively) of p-jobs and q-jobs. We

assume that the jobs are indexed such that:

(a) P(1) = P(2) =...= P(nO) = 1

(b) P(nO + 1) = P(np +2) =...- P(n) = 2

(c)

(d)

\> tZ t...t ¡np

tn'+l 2 ,nn*2 t...> tn

where

We define a schedule of the jobs in J to be any function of the form o:J + M x 9l

o(j) = (m¡,s.¡)

and

(a) tjt0

(s. 1)
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(b) s¡' * t¡' < sj or tj' t tj + ti if .j = .j'

mi represents the machine on which the job j is to be processed and sj represents

the start time of that job. Condition (a) requires that all jobs begin processing after time

zero and (b) ensures that no two jobs are processed simultaneously on a single machine.

læt c¡ = sj + t¡ denote the completion time of the job j . We will require the following

definition:

Definition /: A schedule o is said to be feasible if no p-job is scheduled after a q-job on

the same machine .i.e. if

mi(o) = mj(o) + (P(i)- P(j))(s1(o)- s¡(o)) > 0

\üy'e denote the sum of completion times (under o) of the jobs in J by

f(o) = )..'(o)
-JjeJ

(s.3)

Then the problem we consider is:

P4: Find a schedule o such that :

f(o) S f (o') for all feasible schedules o'

(5.4)
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5.3 Results

Any schedule which satisfies the above condition will be called "optimal". It is

easy to see that it is not beneficial to insert idle time between jobs. Then, if we restrict our

attention to schedules without inter-job idle time, we can describe a schedule by specifying

the sequence of jobs on each machine. Let (i,k) denote the position of the job scheduled

kth last on machine i and let [i,k] denote the job scheduled in position (i,k). Also let t¡i,kl

and p¡¡,¡1 denote the processing time and priority of the job in position (i,k). If no job is

assigned to (i,k) then set t¡1,k1 = p[i,k] = 0. Then the objective function can be expressed

as

mn I n m I

f(o)= IIt,rt,orl = >kltri,rll
i=lk=l lo k=l i=l lo

and the schedule is feasible if

Pli,tl 2 Pli,zl )..'> Ptt,n, Vi e M.

We will refer to the set [(i,k)lk'= k ] as "column k". Since, for any given o, the

contribution to f(o) from column k depends only upon the sum of processing times of fobs

assigned to the column, we can permute the jobs in column k amongst the positions in the
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column without altering the value of f(o). This motivates the following def,rnition.

Definítíon 1; A schedule o is said to be "separated" if , under o:

P[t,t] 2 P[2,k] 2...2 P[*,L1 Vk < n.

In a separated schedule the q-jobs are assigned to the lowest indexed machines in

each column, the p-jobs are assigned to higher indexed machines and only positions on the

highest indexed machines are empty. Figure 5.1 shows a diagram of a separated schedule.

læt nfl denote the number of q-jobs scheduled in column k. We will call any sequence of

the form {nfl}, where each element nfl {t=t ,2,...n) is defined as above, a "q-sequence".

Then we have the following:

Proposition 1; A separated. schedule is feasible if and only if 1 nfl ¡ is a nonincreasing

sequence.

Proof:

(Ð læt o be feasible. Then each q job in column k+l must be followed by another q

job in column k (for k=7,2.... n- 1). Therefore

(s.7)

nfl*r < nfl vk < n-1.
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(ü) Suppose that o is not feasible and let (i,k) be the position of a p job which directly

follows a q job. Then there is a q job in (i,k+ 1) so that, since o is separated we must have

nfl*r > i

Also, since a p job is scheduled in (i,k), and o is separated we must have

nfl.i.

Therefore nfl+t > nfl and so {nfl } is not a non-increasing sequence.

Note that part (Ð of the proof above did not require that the schedule o be

separated. Thus we have the following corollary.

Corollary /: If o' is feasible then { nfl } is a non-increasing sequence.

Thus, given any feasible schedule, if we permute the jobs in each column until the

schedule becomes separated, the resulting schedule will be feasible, since the sequence

{ nfl } is unchanged. Also, since "separating" a schedule in this manner does not alter the

objective function value, the separated version of any optimal schedule must also be

optimal. Thus we can restrict our search for an optimal schedule to the set of all separated
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schedules. We define a "feasible q-sequence" as follows.

DefinitionS: A feasible q-sequence is any sequence { nfl } of n integers which satisfies:

(a) 0<nfl<m Vk<n

and

(b) nfl*r<nfl Vkcn-1

lÆt S(tnfl)) denote the set of all separated schedules whose "q-sequences" are given by

{ nfl } anA bt Qf denote the set of all feasible q-sequences. Also tet S(Qf ) denote the

set of all separated schedules which have feasible q-sequences. i.e.

S(Qf ) = [Js(nfl0.
1nfl)eer

Then our restricted problem , which shares a solution with P4 is :

P5: Find a schedule oeS(Qf ) such that

f(o) = min. {f(o')} =
o'eS(Qr ) ,"il:ï, {",.iiït,,"'"' " }

(s.11 )
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We are also interested in the following subproblem:

P6: Given a q-sequence 1nflì eQf , f,rnd a schedule oes({nfl}) such that

o = min {f(o')} (5.13 )
o'es1{nfl})

If oeS({nfl}) then we can rewrite f(o) as

f(o) = f1(o)+fz(o) (5.i4 )

where

nnfl
f1(o) = ¡)kt¡i,rcJ

k:li=1

and

,, min[m,np]

f2(o) = ) )kt¡i,rJ.
k:l i:¡fla1

Since both f1(o) and fz (o) are sums of pairwise products of two sets of real

numbers, we can minimize either by arranging one set (the k's) in non-decreasing order

and the other set (t¡i,¡1's) in non-increasing order, and matching coffesponding pairs.

This will yield the schedule described by:

(5.ls )

(5.16 )
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k-1
no+fnf+i

j=1

[i,k] =
k

m(k-1)-t.n?+i
J

j=1

0

We will denote the schedule described above Uy o*(nfl) . Thus o*{nfl} is

aiways a solution to P6 for any given 1 nfl ) e Qf and so the following problem P7

shares a solution with P5 , and thus P4.

if i < nfl

k
ifi > nfl andm(k-tl- I"Ï +i < nn .(s.17 )

j:1

otherwise

P7: Find a sequence 1nfl) e Qf *d the corresponding schedule o * {nfl} such that :

r(o * {nfl }) = 
r",[riq, 

{r(o * {n'fl })}.

Thus it remains only to find the optimal q-sequence, We do this via a

polynomial dynamic programming algorithm.

5.4 Dynamic Programming Algorithm

(Ð læt g(k,q,x) denote the contribution to f(ox{nfl}) from the q-jobs scheduled in

column k if q q-jobs in total are scheduled in columns 1 through k. i.e.

k
q = Infl

j=1

Then

ao
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I no*n I
g(k,q,x) = kl Ir¡ I

[j=no+a-nfl+rJ

(ü) læt h(k,q,x) denote the contribution to f(o*{nfl}) of the p-jobs scheduled in
column k if x q-jobs are scheduled in column k and q q-jobs in total are scheduled in
columns 1 through k. Then:

Imin{no,mk-q} I
h(k,q,x) = ftl I,¡ I

[m(k-l)-q+x+1 )

:-et ty= nfl*r and let ur (q) = -i"{*,1*]} *r" in a feasible schedule with q q-

jobs in total assigned to columns I through k, we must have

The upper bound I 
S | *ir., because if more tirun | 9 | q-jous are assigned toLKI LKJ ^

column k then some column k'<k must have less q-jobs than column k since there are

not enough q-jobs to assign Lil.t of them to each column in { 1,2,...,k}.

læt f(k,q,l) denote the minimum value of the objective function for schedules of

the form ox{nfl} (where 1nfl}=Qf ) which have q q-jobs in roral scheduled in columns

1 through k and at least I q-jobs in column k. Then we have the recurrence relation:

/r<nfl<ur(q)

(5.19 )

f(k,q,/) = - min {g(k,q,*)+h(k,q,x)+f(k-1,q-x,x)}
/Sx<u¡ (q) -

for 1 < k ( n, 0 < q < minfnn,mk] and 0 < / < ut(q)
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The boundary condition is given by:

f(0,q,t¡ = {0
L-

The optimal objective function value is given by

fn'in = f(n,nn,0)

Since / represens only the lower bound for values over which a minimum is

taken we can separate (5-22 ) into two simpler recurence relations:

(a) f(k,q,ur(q)) = g(k,q,u¡(q))+ h(k,q,uk(q))+f(k - 1,q - uk(q),ur(q))
(s.24 )

for 1 < k < n and 0 Sq S min{n',mk}

and

ifq=0andl<l<m
otherwise

(b) f(k,q,/) = min{f(k,q,l+ 1),g(k,q,/) + h(k,q,/) + f(k - t,q- t,t)} (5.25 )

for 0 < / < u¡.(g), 1 < k < n and 0 < q < min{nn,mk}.

Thus we have a dynamic programming algorithm where the n stages correspond

to the columns k (fust argument of f) and the state at each stage is given by the last two
arguments (q,/) of f. We begin at stage 0, by evaluating f(0,q, l) for each possible

state {(q,/)l0 = O 
( nq and 0 < t <m} . Ateach successive stage we start with the

state (q,/)=(0,0). Each time we increase q to q+1 , we use (b) to evaluate f(k,q+1,/)
for each value of /, beginning with ut (q) , and decreasing I unit at a time until we

reach the state (q+1,0).

In backtracking to find the solution we stafi with the combination
(k,q)=(n,nq). At each stage k, if we are currently at the combination (k,q) , we find

the smallest value of /, say I', for which the second argument was chosen as

minimum in applying recurrence relation (b). If the second argument is never chosen
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for some combination (k,q) then we set ./'=uk (q). Then we set nfl = /' and move to

the combination (k-1,q-l'). 'When we are finished, we will have the optimal q-

sequence {nfl} anA we can use (17) to find the optimal schedule o*{nfl}.

5.5 Complexity

Applying the recursion relation (26) always involves taking a minimum of only
two values. Thus the complexiry of the dynamic programing algorithm is, if all the

values of g(k,q,x) and h(k,q,x) are already computed, proportional to the number of
cells in the array represented by f(k,q,/). The maximum number of cells in this array

is mn2 since k S n, q.nq nand. l<m. Thecalculationof eachvalueof g(k,q,x)

or h(k,q,x) requires summing at most m terrns. Each of the corresponding arrays has

atmost mn2 cells (since k ( n, q lnq (nandx < m). Thusthe numberof steps

required to calculate these wo arrays is at worst O(m2n2). However, if g(k,q,x) and

h(k,q,x) are calculated recursively, we can calculate all of the values for these a:rays in

C(*n2) time. Thus the complexity of the entire algorithm is O(mn2). Since we can

assume mcn (otherwise the problem is trivial) this is clearly a polynomial algorithm.

5.6 Example

We now illusEate the above algorithm via a simple example. Consider an

instance of the problem with two p-jobs and two q-jobs. The p-jobs have processing

times 1 and 3 and the q-jobs have processing times 2 and 4. Thus:

and

(P( 1 ),P(2),P(3),P(4))= (1,1,2,2)

(t1,t2,4,t+) - (3,1, 4,2) .

The only feasible q-sequences are

r02



1nf ,n!,n$,nå) = (2,0,0,0)

and

1nfl , n!,n!,nl) = (1, 1,0,0).

The corresponding schedules are illustrated in figure 5.1. The sequences

(1,1,0,0) and (2,0,0,0) correspond to objective function values of 13 and 14

respectively. Thus (1,1,0,0) is the optimal q-sequence. Table 5.1 contains the values

of g(k,q,x) and h(k,q,x) for relevant values of k,q and x. Table 5.2 contains the values

of u¡(q) for relevant values of k and q. The boundary condition is applied to yield the

following table for f(0,q,/):

q

0: oo

q1:oo
2: oo

f(0,q,/)
¿

I
0

oo

æ

The following calculations are performed in the order in which they occur here.

The value of each expression is wrinen above the expression and a "d'" precedes the

expressions which correspond to the smallest value of / for which the second argument

is chosen as minimum.

k-1
q=0

04æ
f( 1 ,0,0)=g( 1,0,0)+h( 1 ,0,0)+f(0,1,0)=-
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q=L
430

*f(1,1, 1)=g(1, 1,1)+h(1, l, i,)+f(0,0,1 )-7

70Jø
f( 1, 1, 1 )=¡¡in { f( 1, 1, I ),g( l, 1,0)+h( 1, 1,0,)+f(0, 1,0) } =7

o=2

600
f (1,2,2)= g(1,2,2) +h(1,2,2) +f (0,0,2) = 6

620æ
f( 1, 2, 1 ) =¡¡ in (f [ 1,2,2),g(I,2,I) +h ( 1, 2, 1 ) +f (0, 1, 1 ) ] =6

600oo
f(1,2,Q)=¡¡¡in { f { 1,2,1),g( 1,2,0)+h( 1,2,0)+f(0,2,0) } =6

q=A
00æ

f(2,0,0)=g(2,0,0)+h(2,0,0)+f( 1,0,0)=oo

ET 027
f(2,1,0)= g(2,1,0)+h(2, 1,0) +f( 1, 1,0)=7

^ _.,u-L

427
* f (2,2,1) = g(2,2,1)+h(2,2,1) +f (1, 1, 1 ¡ = 1 3

k=2
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t3086
f (2,2,0) =¡¡¡in ( f {2,2,1), g(2,2,0) +h (2,2,0) + f Q,2,0) | = 1 3

k=3

00æ
f(3,0,0)=g(3,0,0)+h(3,0,0)+f(2,0,0)=oo

007
f(3, 1 ,0)=g(3, 1 ,0)+h(3, 1 ,0)+f(2, 1 ,0)=7

001,3
*f(3,2,0)=g(3,2,0)+h(3,2,0) +f(2,2,0)= 1 3

k-4

00oo
f(4,0,0)=g(4,0,0)+h (4,0,0)+f(3,0,0) =oo

007
f(4, 1,0)=g(4, 1,0)+h(4, 1,0)+f(3, 1,0)=7

0013
* f (4,2,0)= g(4,2,0)+h (4,2,0) +f (3,2,0) = 1 3

The following diagram illustrates the backrracking procedure.

( n, n q ) = ( 4, 2) -- > (3, 2 ) 
ilxL e,z) -j9!4( r, r) i9!"1:L-+ (0, o)

Thus the optimal q-sequence is (1,1,0,0).

5.7 Conclusion
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We have provided a poynomial dynamic programming algorithm for minimizing

total flowtime on parallel machines subject to a 2-class job priority precedence

constraint. The next step, for further research, is to generalize this result to an arbitrary

number of priority classes.
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Table 2.1; Erro¡ bounds, computation time and memory

n-20
min
max

rel.
error
bound

0.04
0.1 44

min 0.029
max 0.06
avq. 0.036

art ¡¡;,tf.llt¡:,,i;.l:ti::,,ôi29.ij:

0.001
0.024
0.016
-'¿sjiïiil:|i'iiii:li

min 0.015 0.049 0.064
max 0.111 0.061 0.081

0.009 0.018
0.025 0.035
0.017 0.029

0.017
0.044
0.03

..C¡Cei;t.iii:

0.008
0.026
0.014

0.008
0.013
0.011

0.071

0.006
0.009
0.007
:.1:;62

0.044 0.044
0.056 0.055

400
0.00 7
0.009
0.0083

;,i:i,i'.::, 9i46ri;r:

2s0

i;0o0o0A
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Table 3.1: Relative Error bounds for the case Pd=0.5 and without zero idle
time constraint

n/m

und

2

5

10

15

20

7.47
e¡*:*iiiii¡.¡i¡.¡i¡¡¡¡¡.¡0X¡l2riiir

7.6 2.r3

2.02

0i0,fi
.48 0.302

0.768 0.484 0.352

2.09

0io :|ii::ìiii:iiri.0j0g6|ili|iiiiiiiiiiiiololiliiiiiii:i
0.864 0.s44 0.396

Table 3.2: Relative enor bounds for the case Pd = 0.5 and with zero idle
time constraint

nlm

0.it4fiì:ii:ìi:ii::iini0z ftfiiìiiii:itûitfra¡ii::i:i:i:,:i::: i0#fijiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiû¡0üi#::
0.896 0.564 0.411 0.155 0.076
ültå

iiiiiiroost::.:.:::.i,.jij.jijCIttäö:::::::i:i:iiijijii0i0t6

0.912 0.574 0.418

m

0.133 0.066
mi0ü6iiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisiæ3.

0.15 0.073

ûrtÍ$

0.041

i0¡s5+,i¡iiii;i¡ii¡i¡i::;iti0$:ii::i:i:!::::::ii::0¡o{u.¡,¡,1¡i¡i,i¡¡0 f,*1;:;¡;¡;:;¡;¡;¡¡¡;n¡ut4ii;i:i:::::j:::jijriCIig0tr:riii;i::::i:¡:i:0i00r:i

6.4 5.12 2.56 r.71 r.28 0.512 0.256

15

20

oigffi iìiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffi Hffi ii

0.158

28.8 5.76 2.88 1.92 r.44 0.576 0.288

10

30.4

15 20
0.8

50
.32

100
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Table 3.3: Relative error bounds for the case Pd = 0 and without zero idle
time constraint.

n/m

1

1 5

13.3

116

7.62 r.49 22.7

769

1.66 0.614
i:;ii::::i$:t:Í::::i¡::::::;:i¡:¡:::j:i:r::i0¡Ðg7r

$S'i;':.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:i.,isffi 5iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.ii,i:i:iti0il:if

4707

499 16.75 11.6

L2r 31.25
i:::i:i:Ûi:Ï:Í3::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::f,|ifl 3

Table 3.4: Relative error bounds for the case Pd = 0 and with zero idle
time constraint.

n/m

67 6.06 3.18 1.56

0.328
.0

11.8 1.66 0.331

,tffiil:¡:iiijjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitffiri:::::i:iii::l:l:;i;:l:i::::i:::iiii:::::::ii::ii:0::
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Table 3.5: Ratios of a priori to posterior error bounds

for the case Pd = 0.5 and without zero idle time constraint.

n/m

11

18

20
18

16

r8
L7

15

17

t3

Table 3.6: Ratios of a priori to posterior eror bounds

for the case Pd = 0.5 and with zero idle time constraint.

nlm

34
17

20
2l
l8

22
19

26
21

22

22
32
22
16

26

40

38

37

30

t7
t7
2l
))
18

45

18

79
7l
64

ZI
22

18

19

89

44
51

52

45

56

M
66
55

58

60
9l
58

43

12

46

57

52
54
60

53

51

58

60
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Table 3.7: Ratios of a priori to posterior error bounds

for the case Pd = 0 and without zero idle time constraint.

n/m

153

462
25r

2045
8087

309

55

584

3418

791

Table 3.8: Ratios of a priori to posterior eror bounds

for the case Pd = 0 and with zero idle time constraint.

nlm

166
60

248r
598

1008

88

2063
466
778

1730

2

5

10

m15
20

82

2360
530
756

r2233

255 1023
1539 223

1028 2587

8969 15227

36716 3565

170000

1660

1560

10100

616

2410
1655

I i700
1050

317

274
1 1866

2662
4836

402

8709
1870

3362
72r9

370
9579
2226
3180

51774

1237

6r07
6000

37392
2370

7128
3608

34000
3057
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Table 5.1: g(k,q,x) and h(k,q,x)

g(k,q,x)

X

012
0

k=1q1
2

014
045
026

0

k=2q1
2

X

012
028
0 8 10
0 4 12

0

k=3q1
2

0

k=1q1
2

h(k,q,x)

X

12

X

012
0 3 12
0 12 15
0 6 18

410
330
000

0

k=4q1
2

0

k=2q1
2

x

012

X

012

0 4 16
0 16 20
0824

000
200
820

0

k=3q1
2

X

012
000
000
000

0

k=4q1
2

X

012
000
000
000
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Table 5.2: u(q,k)

1

2

3

4

u(k'q)

q

012
0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

1

0

0
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